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eboratory consolidation tests, coupled 

ith analysis of field conditions indicated by 

ibsurface explorations, enable the engineer 

anticipate the amount and rate of settle- 

ent of embankments and bridges under in- 

reased loads. In this article observed set- 

ments at four locations. are correlated 

ith calculated values obtained from labora- 

‘test results. Actual settlements were 

ound to be in substantial agreement with 

he calculated values, the maximum differ- 

Ynce being about 20 percent. Primary con- 

jidation accounted for most of the ob- 

erved setilements. 

| ABORATORY consolidation tests plus 

4 analysis of field conditions indicated by 

bsurface explorations are useful in esti- 
ating the amount and rate of settlement 

embankments or bridges to be expected 

e to an increase in applied load. How- 

er, correlation of such analysis with re- 

ded field displacements is needed, par- 

WEST 
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BRANCH 

ticularly in evaluating boundary drainage 

conditions for primary consolidation and in 

evaluating secondary time-consolidation ef- 

fects which are independent of boundary 

drainage conditions. 

This paper presents observations of set- 

tlements at four different sites along the 

Potomac River near Washington, D. C., as 

shown in figure 1, and their correlation 

with laboratory test results and analysis. 

Field data were obtained by the Bureau of 

Public Roads and the District of Columbia 

Department of Highways, and the tests 

were made in the Bureau laboratory. 

Summary 

The total settlements indicated by the 

field observations were in substantial agree- 

ment with the values calculated from lab- 

oratory compressibilities. The maximum 

difference was about 20 percent. Primary 

consolidation accounted for substantially all 

WASHINGTON 

EAST 

POTOMAC 

PARK 

SCALE OF MILES 

0 0 25 0.5 

Figure 1.—Location of observed settlements. 

bserved Settlements of Highway Structures 
Jue to Consolidation of Alluvial Clay 

Reported by E. S. BARBER 

Highway Engineer 

of the observed settlements except for the 

peaty material at one location, where sec- 

ondary consolidation was quite apvreciable. 

The rate of consolidation in clay with sand 

lenses was somewhat more rapid than that 

calculated for purely vertical consolidation, 

although much less rapid than would have 

been derived for free draining lenses. 

Test Methods 

Consolidation tests were made on undis- 

turbed samples taken from each soil layer 

by the suggested method of test for con- 

solidation of soil. Illustrative consolida- 

tion test results are given in table 1 and the 

physical properties of the several soils over 

which settlements were observed are shown 

in table 2. Using the data from the con- 

solidation tests, the coefficients of com- 

pressibility and consolidation for the loads 

appropriate to each problem were calcu- 

lated by the methods shown in figure ae 

Loading intervals of 24 hours were used 

for obtaining all reduction in thickness val- 

ues except for the samples from the upper 

layer of Bridge 8. In the latter instance, 

the time interval was 96 hours. 

Fill on Three Compressible Layers 

As part of the road network around the 

Pentagon, a 35-foot rolled fill of silty soil 

was constructed over a tidal flat at the lo- 

cation marked “observed fill” in figure 1. 

Samples taken from borings at this loca- 

tion disclosed three layers of compressible 

soil, as shown in the cross section at the 

top of figure 3. Therefore, settlement of 

the embankment was anticipated but it was 

decided to raise the grade line of the road- 

way on the embankment at the bridge ends 

where necessary rather than excavate the 

soils in layers 1, 2, and 3 of the foundation 

and thus eliminate the settlement. 

Using the coefficients of compressibility 

and consolidation obtained from consolida- 

tion tests, the computed time-settlement 

curves, shown in figure 3, were drawn be- 

fore construction started. The points for 

1Procedures for testing soils, American Society for 

Testing Materials, 1950, p. 240. 
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Table 1.—Ilustrative consolidation test results’ 

Percentage reduction in thickness for pressures of: 
0.02 kip per sq. ft 
1 kip per sq. ft 
2 kips per sq. ft 
A Tips pend. Ltn tsi pers tiers creer ener erenetane ae ener 
8 kips per sq. ft... 

Average percentage of consolidation after: 
0.09 minute 
.25 minute 

25 minutes. ... 

Initial sample thickness, inches 

Initial moisture content, percent dry weight 

Initial wet density, pounds per cu. ft 

1 The fill on the Pentagon network, designated ‘“‘observed fill’ in figure 1. 

plotting the curves were calculated from the 

following formula based on an average Ver- 

tical permeability and average compressi- 

bility: 

: H 
fT" mH Sake a (1) 

me, 

in which 
t=time in years for a given degree of 

settlement. 
T=time factor. 
m—coefficient of compressibility. 
c,=coefficient of consolidation. 

H=thickness of each layer. 

The calculations for the two summations 

are shown in table 8. The time factors T 

are taken from table 4. In table 3, 2.69 

feet is the maximum calculated settlement 

in the three layers due to the weight of the 

35-foot fill. Thus, for 50-percent consoli- 

dation, or 1.34 feet, and drainage from two 

faces, the time would be, using equation 

(1), t=0.05 x 0.625 x 6,130=191.6 days=0.52 

year. 

Similar calculations were made for other 

percentages of consolidation to obtain data 

for plotting the computed curve for two 

drainage faces in figure 3. Adjustments 

were made for the period of load increase 

indicated at the top of the graphs in 

figure 3. 

A similar procedure was followed in de- 

riving the computed curve for one drainage 

face. For these computations the ratio of 

the pressure at the drainage face to pre- 

sure at the impervious face was assumed 

as 1.00. 

The observed settlement curve of figure 

3 was drawn by plotting changes in eleva- 

tion of the settlement plate. The settle- 

ment plate was placed during construction 

of the embankment and consisted of a steel 

plate 24 inches square to which was screwed 

a stem consisting of a 1-inch diameter pipe. 

The plate and first section of stem were 

placed 2 feet below the original ground sur- 

face and a 2-inch guard pipe was placed 

around the stem. Additional sections of 

stem and guard were added as the height of 

the fill increased. After completion of the 

218 

fill, the guard pipe was capped. Elevation 

readings referred to a permanent bench 

mark were taken on the stem at regular 

time intervals and the fill settlement cal- 

culated. 

A comparison in figure 3 of observed set- 

tlements with those calculated for two 

drainage faces indicates that the fill may 

have acted initially as a drain but that its 

resistance to flow of water from the founda- 

tion increased as it became saturated. 
Consideration of degree of consolidation 

in each layer as affected by proximity to a 

drainage face* would make considerable 

difference in time calculations, but less dif- 

ference than the uncertainty of boundary 

drainage. The section of curve designated 

in figure 3 as “secondary rate” will be dis- 

cussed subsequently. 

Calculations based on samples taken at 

two other locations on the same fill indicate 

ultimate settlements of 0.81 and 3.62 feet 

although the observed settlements were both 

approximately the same as shown in figure 

3. This shows that the subsoil was more 

uniform with respect to support of a 35-foot 

fill than indicated by the samples obtained 

from the three individual borings. 

Elevations taken on temporary stakes 

and the pavement at the top of the fill 

2Simultaneous consolidation of contiguous layers of 
unlike compressible soils, by Hamilton Gray. Trans- 
actions of the American Society of Civil Engineers, 
1945, p. 1827. Discussion, p. 1345. 

showed tne same settlement as the plate 

low tke fill, indicating that there was 

consolidation within the fill. A similar r 

ord of no movement within a rolled fill wa? 
previously reported in PuBLIC RoAps.* 

Displacements at the Boundary 
Channel Bridge 

In 1931, as part of the Memorial High) 

way to Mount Vernon, a bridge was buij}j 
over Boundary Channel connecting the rive}: 

bank to Columbia Island, newly formed bh} 

hydraulic fill. The sketch at the top 

figure 4 shows the deep layer of organ’), 

clay under the Boundary Channel a 

and the adjacent fill. The bridge, consis 
ing of twin cantilevers with a small su) }; 
pended span, was supported on piles to adi 

quate bearing and did not settle. Howeve 

the bridge buckled due to the lateral pre) ' 
sure transmitted from the adjacent fi 

placed on the clay. A bench mark was si 

in the fill on June 1, 1934. The time, mea 
ured from the mean time of placement «) 

the fill almost 4 years previous, was plow 

against the observed fill settlement as show? 
in figure 4. The primary consolidation rel; 
tion for one-dimensional drainage, as give |! 

in table 4 for two drainage faces, was ai?! 

justed in scale to fit the plot of fill settlemey | 
as closely as possible, and the fitted theoret )’ 

cal curve, shown in figure 4, was found E#' 

successive trials. d 

A record of the fill settlement betwee hi 

June 24, 1932, and June 1, 1934, was subsp 

quently found. This record, as shown ‘}iy 

figure 4, agreed with the fitted theoretic) }u 

curve indicating that the settlement wi 

due to primary consolidation. This se 

tlement due to consolidation is addition 

to any that took place due to lateral di 
placement at the time of placing the fill. 

The discrepancy between the fitted the 

retical curve and the actual fill settleme 

after 10 years is due to the 5-percent loz , 

increase caused by the addition of 2 feet 

fill material, which was necessary to maij}, 
tain a satisfactory riding surface. 7 

Table 5 shows the consolidation propel), 

ties of samples of clay taken from boring), 

S.- — 

3Research on the construction of embankments, 
Henry Aaron, W. T. Spencer, and H. E. Marshe i 
PuBLic Roaps, vol. 24, No. 1, July-Aug.-Sept. 19 

Table 2.—Properties of alluvial clays bh 

Layer Layer 
1 2 

Percentage passing: 
INDY 1OGIEVe I fue, eaten 100 100 
INO. A0 sieve. cus as aca tous 99 94 
Nos 200 nieve seek any coer = 88 70 
D005 mm 5. 222 sods ads ue 47 25 

Liquid ‘limit, .0-h. on eee oe 56 120 

Plastic limit... .cenae ate ee 18 24 

Coefficient of consolidation, ft. 
BG. DeNnGsy..+..u.ciccneee oo 0.14 0.24 

Compressibility, sq. ft. per kip. 0.090 0.043 
! 

Pentagon fill 
Bridge 8, Pentagon Old New 

Boundary network 14th St. 
ghee hi Brides ny 

Layer Hee Upper Lower owed 
8 Average layer layer layer 

100 100 74 99 100 ' 
9 99 12 97 87 ‘ 
75 85 59 65 71 iY 
45 30 27 22 32 . 

i) 

33 51 61 28 58 Ot. 
16 13 18 6 26 i 

mae xt 
0.10 0.28 0.17 0.46 0.04 i 

0.0088 0.043 0.030 0.006 0.015 

‘ 
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ade at the site of the Boundary Channel 
ridge. The variations in the coefficients 
? consolidation for the samples indicate 

me sandy strata for which the continuity 
ad extent could not be determined. Con- 

f dering the pressure of 2.7 kips per square 
vot, due to the weight of granular fill on 
te 65-foot layer of organic clay, the 7.0-foot 
ittlement (4.8+2.2) indicated in figure 4 
ould require a compressibility of 0.040 

Phich compares well with the 0.043 aver- 
ze of the laboratory test results shown in 
ible 5. Assuming vertical drainage only, 

Pie settlement record indicates a coefficient 
#: consolidation ¢,, of 0.28 foot squared per 
Piy. This agrees with the average c,, shown 

— table 5. However, the weighted average 

Prtical c, is calculated as follows: 

i ha 1 ies 

1 0.043 x 229 
Cm 

Ci 

avg. mXavg.—— 

0.10 foot squared per day. 

his value is so low as to indicate some lat- 
ral drainage which could not be evaluated 
#'0m the data available before the record- 

ig of field settlements. 

‘The similarity of the curves for pier rota- 
on and fill settlement in figure 4 suggests 
tat the lateral movement of the piers to- 
ard each other is controlled by the lateral 
msolidation of the clay between the pile 

proups. Struts placed between the piers 
low water in August 1945 have had no 
oparent effect on the rotation of the piers. 

Secondary Consolidation 

The foregoing calculations have assumed 
timary consolidation based on soil perme- 
dility and location of drainage boundaries. 
aboratory time-consolidation records often 
(dicate that primary consolidation is fol- 
wed by a secondary consolidation charac- 
rized by an approximately linear rela- 
on between thickness change and the loga- 
thm of time. The time for secondary con- 
idation is assumed to be independent of 
te location of drainage boundaries and ap- 

2ars to be unimportant until the primary 
msolidation has slowed down so that its 

ite is equal to the secondary rate, where- 
pon the secondary rate controls. 

Predicted rate of secondary consolidation, 

ased on a projected linear relation between 

me from 1 to 24 hours and thickness 

lange of samples in the laboratory, is 
lown between 7 and 9 years in figure 3, 

nd between 16 and 20 years in figure 4. 

he fact that the rate of observed move- 
ent is considerably greater than the sec- 

idary’ rate indicates that primary consol- 
lation is still predominant. 
‘Evidence of more important secondary 

msolidation was found at Bridge 8, a grade 

*paration on the Pentagon road network, 

La silty clay layer, which was peaty in the 

per portion as indieated by the profile 
| feur 5. To support wing walls at 
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REDUCTION IN THICKNESS — PERCENT 

COEF, OF COMPRESSIBILITY, 
= .0088 SQ.FT. PER KIP 

0 0.6 2 4 49 6 8 

PRESSURES KiiPSatenioG = bal 

PERCENTAGE OF CONSOLIDATION 

O | 4 

SAMPLE THICKNESS H=. 

COEF. OF CONSOLIDATION = cy 

LINE WITH ABSCISSAS 15% GREATER 
THAN INITIAL LINEAR PORTION OF DATA 

49 IN. 

2 
el 9 Spey 

FOR OWa//DAY 

TIME — MINUTES (SQUARE ROOT SCALE) 

Figure 2.—Plot of consolidation test results: 

elevation 25, piles were driven through 15 

feet of rolled fill and 10 feet of dump fill 

into the clay. Due to the resistance to 

driving built up in the fill, the piles did not 

reach the sand and gravel below the clay. 

When fill was placed around the walls, set- 

tlements were observed as shown in figure 5. 

In analyzing the record, the observed set- 

tlement values were adjusted to eliminate 
the settlement due to the October 1942 fill, 

leaving primarily the settlement due to the 

August 1942 fill. A curve for primary con- 

solidation for simple vertical drainage was 

fitted to the adjusted curve. 
figure 5, the fit was very good up to 8 

months or 90 percent of the indicated pri- 

mary consolidation. 

The thickness change of the laboratory 

samples of the peaty clay plotted against 

As shown in’ 

third layer of Pentagon fill. 

logarithm of time was linear from 1 to 96 

hours and showed a secondary settlement 

per logarithmic cycle of 20 percent of the 

total for each load increment. If this sec- 

ondary consolidation is assumed to start 

at 8 months, it would account for an addi- 

tional settlement at 80 months of 20 percent 

of the indicated primary settlement or 

0.2x0.71=0.14 foot. The observed differ- 

ence between the adjusted observation and 

the fitted primary consolidation at 80 

months is 0.96—0.71 or 0.25 foot. The 

excess (0.25—0.14—0.11) may be due to the 

secondary consolidation from the fill placed 

in January 1942. It should be noted that 

the record of observed settlement is concave 

upward, indicating that the linear relation 

shown up to 4 days in the laboratory is not 

maintained up to 80 months. 
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Pets ap eit 

4' TOPSOIL REPLACED —“£ WATER TABLE 
ra’ ORGANIC CLAY, LAYER 
5' VERY ORGANIC CLAY,LAYER 2 

5 CLAY,LAYER 3 

SANDY GRAVEL 

SEL eMEN tet etoh 

Figure 3.—Settlement of fill on Pentagon network. 

Abutment of New Fourteenth 
Street Bridge 

The north abutment of the new Four- 

teenth Street Bridge over the Potomac River 

at Washington was supported on piles 

driven to good bearing according to pile- 

driving formulas and short-time loading 

tests. Despite the fact that borings showed 

soft organic clay below the piles, the design 

was approved because no trouble had been 
experienced with the old bridge, which is 

situated nearby on a similar foundation. 

Subsequent investigation disclosed that the 

old abutment had settled 11 inches but with- 

out damaging the simply supported truss 

span. The presence of the settlement was 

obscured by the general settlement of the 

adjacent reclaimed marsh and the use of 

the abutment as a bench mark. An equal 

settlement could not be tolerated on the new 
bridge with continuous plate-girder spans. 

When the new abutment had settled 18 

inches at the fill end of the wing walls and 

2 inches at the bridge seat, it was decided to 

underpin the structure with steel piles 

driven to sand and gravel below the soft 

clay. An important factor in making this 

decision was the fact that the bridge seat 

had also moved 3 inches toward the fill. 

The abutment, as shown at the top of 

figure 6, was built above the original ground 

220 

S o = 6 

TIME-YEARS AFTER 

( ARITHMETIC SCALE ) 

and the rolled fill placed, the middle of the 

filling period being in February 1949. Four 

months later, continuous observations of 

settlement were started at the bridge seat 

and at the opposite end of the wing wall. 

The fill and the wing wall settled together 

due to the compression of both the upper 

(elevation +7 to —40) and lower (elevation 

—40 to -—80) compressible soil layers. 

This settlement is shown by the solid 

portion of the lower curve in figure 6. 

The settlement of the bridge seat was due 

primarily to the consolidation of the lower 

layer, to which the piling was driven; there 

was no fill directly above the area under the 

bridge seat. The solid portion of the upper 

curve in figure 6, obtained by plotting set- 

tlement of the bridge seat against the square 

root of time, is linear except for the re- 

Table 3.—Time-consolidation of three-layer system 

10.8¢§ — ao 

SETTLEMENT PLATE 

| JAN.1942 

bound due to excavation for underpinni 

which started 10 months after constructioz 

Calculations from laboratory tests & 
samples taken from borings showed that t 
total settlement due to consolidation of t 

lower layer caused by the load from the : 

and abutment would be 8 inches under t 

bridge seat and 14 under the wing-wall ers 
The settlement in the upper soil-lay 

under the end of the wing wall was calc 
lated by subtracting 14/8 of the observ 
bridge seat settlements from the observ 

wall settlements. The calculated sett 
ment as related to time is shown as the so 
portion of the center curve of figure 6. 
theoretical primary curve for one dim 

sional consolidation was fitted to the calc 

lated curve for the upper layer. The pi 
tions of the theoretical curve that extend] 

* 
’ 

% 
: Coefficient of Coefficient of H Settlement under_ 

Layer Thickness compressibility consolidation mH 4.3 kips per sq. ft4 
™ co mey (4.3 mH) _¥F 

Feet Sq. ft./kip Ft. sq./day Feet 5 
Derg tae Giyhinae- 3 0.0434 0.14 0.130 490 0.56 t 
Arp RAR eee 5 .0902 24 451 230 1.94 > @& 
+ PO 8 Ray Or e 5 . 0088 105 044 5,410 -19 i: 
ey ee ee ee - 

Total. so he Petes se ite dca | acide Le Sie be eee 625 6,130 2.69 F| 

14.3 kips per square foot is approximately the load applied to the three layers by the rolled fill, 35 
high, with a density of 123 pounds per cubic foot. * 
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ad the calculated values are shown by the Table 4.—Effect of boundaries on time-consolidation 
shed lines on the middle curve of figure 6. 

When the underpinning was complete, the Degree of consolidation 
vement of the wing wall stopped but the 

continued to settle. By adding 14/8 of 

: projected bridge seat settlement to the eimctol 

ied primary consolidation curve for the ae aera 

per goul layer, é Bec dicvad eqrve for fill Ratio ie at drainage face to pressure at 
tlement was derived and is shown as the impervious face: : 
shed extension of the lower curve in fig- $ 

26. A check observation made 24 months 

er construction and plotted in figure 6 

yws excellent agreement between the com- 

ited and the observed fill settlement. 
P3ased on the 8-inch settlement of the 

dge seat calculated from test results on 

: lower layer, 25 percent of primary con- 

idation occurred in 6 months, indicating iat 

coefficient of consolidation of 0.11 foot TIME FAcToR $5 

Biared per day based on vertical consolida- SS ———— 
n. As shown in table 2, the average lab- Ratio or = diameter to effective spacing D: 

itory value is 0.04, showing that the sand : 
ses had appreciable effect in accelerat- 

+ the settlement. 

l- , 

0.1 | 0.2 | 0.2 | 0.4 0.5 0.6 

0.154 |0.217 
3 | .126 | .186 

GRANULAR FILL 
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ROCK ee FITTED THEORETICAL 

CURVE 
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Y 
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Figure 4.—Fill settlement and pier rotation at Boundary Channel Bridge. 
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Figure 5.—Settlement of north-east wing wall, Bridge 8, Pentagon network. 

SAND AND GRAVEL 

TIME AFTER AUGUST 1942 - MONTHS 
( LOGARITHMIC SCALE ) 

Table 5.—Consolidation properties of clay at Boundary Channel Bridge 

Sample 
Coefficient of 
consolidation 

cv 

Compressibility 
m 

Ft. sq./day Sq. ft./kip 
0.35 0.049 

C) 

~ ADJUSTED FOR FILL | 
ADDED OCTOBER 1942 

) 

ROLLED FILL mak 

WALL . 
APRIL-JULY 
1942 e@ 

PN 
~N 
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ELEVATION- FEET 

SETTLEMENT OBSERVATIONS 
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_ 
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Figure 6.—Settlement at north abutment of new Fourteenth Street Bridge. 
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Second Inter-American Highway Film 

Inter-American Highway Report — Part 

II, Central America and Panama, a motion 

picture produced by the Bureau of Public 

Roads, is now available for lending to in- 

terested organizations. The 16-millimeter 

sound and color film, with a running time of 

62 minutes, shows the present condition of 

the southerly 1,600 miles of the Inter-Ameri- 

can Highway extending from the Guate- 

mala-Mexico boundary through the Central 

American Republics of Guatemala, El Sal- 

vador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Costa 

Rica and thence through Panama to Panama 

City. Inter-American Highway Report— 

Part I, Mexico, covering the northern 1,700. 

miles of the highway, was announced in 

PuBLic Roaps, vol. 26, No. 10, October 1951. 

Inter-American Highway Report—Part II 

is a study in rich, colorful, and vivid con- 

trasts. Portions of the route are in splen- 

did condition. On others no work has been 
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done and the cars of the motion-picture 
men had to be dragged across muddy quag- 

mires and through deep river fords. There 

are modern, bustling capital cities to com- 

pare with primitive rural villages, ox carts 

to contrast with present-day motor-vehicle 

traffic, handicrafts which hark back to the 

earliest times side by side with twentieth- 

century industrial plants, and an _ ever- 

changing kaleidoscope of beautiful scenery, 

historic structures, ancient ruins and Indian 

temples, and beautiful cathedrals. 

Animated charts show the bypass around 

the uncompleted section in northern Guate- 

mala as well as the steamship journey on 

the bypass route from Costa Rica to Pana- 

ma. Animated maps are flashed upon the 

screen at the conclusion of the pictures for 

each country. These maps locate the capi- 

tals and give the location and mileage of 

the passable and impassable sections. 

Sections of modern highway, up-to-di 

bridges spanning wide rivers, garages, f 

ing stations, haciendas, hotels, and all 1 

other attributes of a main route, which v 

some day make touring through Cent; 

America a must for the motorist, appe 

The picture summarizes the present con 

tion of this great thoroughfare—a unit 

the greater Pan American Highway wh’ 

will some day join North and South Ame 

ca—and gives an accurate appraisal of 1 

work that still remains to be done before 

will be possible for the casual motorist 

essay the journey over the entire route. 
Inter-American Highway Report — P. 

II, Central America and Panama, may 

borrowed by any responsible organizati 

without cost except for the nominal] tra 

portation charges, by writing to the Vis 

Education Branch, Bureau of Public Roa 

Washington 25, D. C. 
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Total travel on rural roads in 1950 broke all records, exceeding the 1949 
previous high by 9 percent and the 1941 prewar peak by 38 percent. On the 
350,000 miles of main rural roads in the United States, travel in 1950 was over 
174 billion vehicle-miles, of which 76 percent was by passenger cars, 1 percent 
by busses, and 23 percent by freight-carrying vehicles. 

Trucks and combinations hauled 36 percent more ton-mileage of freight 
in 1950 than in 1949 and 106 percent more than in 1941, the increase resulting 
largely from greater use of heavier vehicles. Truck combination travel was 33 
percent higher than in 1949 and 145 percent higher than in 1941. Comparable 
figures for single-unit trucks were 12 and 43 percent. The average carried load 
for all trucks and combinations in 1950 was 10 percent above the average in 
1949 and 55 percent above that in 1941. 

In 1950 almost 7 percent of all trucks and combinations exceeded a State 
legal weight limit, and 19 percent of the combinations were illegally overloaded in 
some particular. In comparison with 1949, the percentage of overweight vehicles 
for 1950 increased in all regions except in the South Atlantic States. 

OTOR-VEHICLE TRAVEL broke all 
previous records in 1950 for the fifth 

jimsecutive year. The 1950 traffic on all 

iral roads was almost 9 percent higher 

1948, 26 percent higher than in 1947, al- 

most 38 percent higher than in 1946, and 

slightly more than 38 percent higher than 

the 1941 prewar peak. Geographically, the 

SP a 

7 

ee TS A eT Se 

fiian in 1949, 18 percent higher than in 

PEELE 
(JAAR 

So eeaaenena Nes 
ee | 

increases over 1949 ranged from 7 percent 

Traffic Trends on Rural Roads in 1950 
Y THE HIGHWAY TRANSPORT RESEARCH BRANCH 
UREAU OF PUBLIC ROADS Reported by 

THOMAS B. DIMMICK, 

Head, Current Data Analysis Unit 

in the western States to 8 percent in the 

eastern States and 10 percent in the central 

States. The largest increase over 1949 in 

any of the United States census regions? 

was 15 percent in the East South Central 

region. The smallest increase was 4 percent 

in the Pacific region. Records from about 

900 automatic traffic recorders, operated 

continuously throughout the year at perma- 

nent stations on main and local roads in 

all States, were used generally to establish 

these trends. More extensive traffic sur- 

veys, made by a number of States, yielded 

valuable information concerning the total 

volume of rural traffic within their boun- 

daries. Consideration has been given to all 

such available data in this analysis. Where 

States have prepared and submitted vehicle- 

mile travel estimates of their own, these 

have been employed rather than estimates 

made by applying trend factors. 

1The States comprising each census region are indi- 
cated in table 1. 

DAILY VEHICLE-MILES OF TRAVEL —MILLIONS DAILY VEHICLE-MILES OF TRAVEL — MILLIONS 

Figure 1.—Travel on all rural roads in 1941, 1943, 1949, and 1950, by months. 
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The variation in average daily travel on 

rural roads by months in the three main 

geographic divisions and in the United 

States as a whole is illustrated in figure 1 

for the years 1950, 1949, 1943, and 1941, the 

latter being the prewar peak year. Travel 

in each month of 1950 in the eastern and 

central regions and in the United States as 

a whole was well above that of the corre- 

sponding month of the earlier years. The 

western region showed a slight decrease in 

January from 1949 to 1950. 

Summer travel constituted a greater por- 

tion of the annual travel in 1950 than in any 

recent year. In the last two prewar years 

(1940 and 1941) the average daily traffic in 

July and August was 23 percent above the 

average daily traffic for the year. During 

the war this seasonal travel was reduced 

drastically, the average daily traffic in July 

and August being only 13 percent above the 

annual average in 1942 and 1943. Not un- 

til 1949 did vacation and other summer driv- 

ing form as large a proportion of the year’s 

travel as in the prewar years. In 1950 the 

average daily traffic on rural roads in July 

and August was slightly more than 24 per- 

cent above the annual average, a percent- 

age even higher than in 1940 and 1941. 

Source of Information 

The large number of automatic traffic re- 

corders operated on the rural roads of each 

State give a good indication of the trend of 

total traffic on those highways but provide 

no indication of the classification of vehicles 

by type, weight, or other characteristics. 

During certain prewar years, generally 1936 

or 1937, nearly every State conducted a 

comprehensive survey of traffic in which all 

vehicles counted were classified by type. At 

the same time a large number of trucks and 

truck combinations were stopped and in- 

formation recorded concerning their weight, 

dimensions, and other important features. 

In order to determine the wartime trend 

in weights, dimensions, and other charac- 

teristics of commercial vehicles, a brief 

check survey was made in the summer of 

1942 at certain typical stations in most 

States. From strictly comparable informa- 

tion gathered in the two surveys, trends 

were calculated which were used to deter- 

mine the changes in traffic and vehicle char- 

acteristics that had taken place since the 

compreliensive survey was made. Since 

1942, check surveys have been made an- 

nually. Most States have participated in 

these each year and all have participated at 

some time.* Forty-five States conducted 

such surveys in 1950. 

Classification counts made in numerous 

States, in addition to those made at the 

weight stations, added valuable information 

*See Traffic trends on rural roads, by T. B. Dimmick 
eo Roaps, vol. 26, No. 5, Dec. 1950; vol. 25, No. 

Feb. 1950; vol. 25, No. 7, Mar. 1949; vol. 25, No. 8, 
Mar 1948; vol. 24, No. 10, Oct.-Nov.-Dee. 1946; and 
Amount and characteristics of trucking on rural roads, 
by J. T. Lynch and T. B. Dimmick, Pusiic Roaps, vol. 
23, No. 9, July-Aug.-Sept. 1943. 

> 
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Table 1.—Survey period, number of stations operated, number of vehicles countes 
and number weighed in each State in the special weight surveys, summer of 1951 

Region and State 

New England: 
Conneclicute are cem maces 
Maine fi a> cca. haere Jette ss eee 

New Hampshire 
Rhode Island......... Bie 
VErmonse: Heise = cram stetenys anetessre« 

July 17-July 21 

Middle Atlantic: 
New Jersey irs fists sate: toy ecaveuters 
ING WY OrKiee cnaic eee settee en Aug. 1-Sept. 5... 
PennsylvVaniaerak...nnkiae cece July 19-Sept. 21.. 

Subtotal suse uess hic ta cists MeL ore ee See ees 

South Atlantic: 
Delaware *iicinottehes s Mee ele hes Aug. 10-Aug. 28. . 
OTIC BS eterno ue eel oa mauage mote No survey....... 
Georgia Se te. Hee eres: Aug. 8-Oct. 24... 
Maryland.) 5.otayeespie aera «jel Aug. 14—Sept. 13 
North Carolina (218 cole chiens 
South, Carona ye. mies Ges ee 
Virginia yaa cemeteries 
Wests Virginia yaa, svete 

Sept. 11-Sept. 22 

East North Central: 
Tlinois's... eieatewie settee eee No survey....... 
Indianaiec. cearoei ek tae Aug. 2—Aug. 29.. 
WMichivan $n. ccc secs cma June 13-June 27.. 
OHIO eta, se cire eee July 18-Aug. 3... 
IWISCOMEING 5. scroiact cee Nacsa & soe Aug. 1-Sept. 29.. 

Subtotal 

Kentucky a marestos eis t ataeieel: Aug. 2-Sept. 14.. 
IMISSISSID DI. thie ote oe ae t July 10-July 28.. 
‘DerinGssee Sok a ei. See Aug. 1-Sept. 7... 

Subtotal. cco Seed. Site avk.cell eo eee 

West North Central 
OWE ae cab ols eee ace oe oe July 24-Aug. 23 
KANSAS oo te es ergo ae ees July 17—Aug. 12 
Maninesotars sho: Net hele a) July 10-Aug. 25.... 
Missourl 2a n eens July 31-Aug. 28.. 
Nebraska zens 2th .:. oarec nen July 20-Aug. 29.. 

July 20-Aug. 30 
June 23-Sept. 20 

Subtotal 

West South Central: ‘ 
Arkansas Sept. 11-Sept. 29 

Texas 

Mountain: 
Arizona? < Soccuad. LAME ee July 10-July 21.. 
Coloradon, «. sae a en Aug. 8-Aug. 22.. 
Idaho so.) een to No survey....... 
Montana 5. ue i? me. tee ete. 2 + July 31-Sept.1.. 
Neéevadasersst Sok. eecs2e i Aug. 1—Aug. 18.. 
New Mexico: . $2832). ees. July 31-Aug. 14.. 
Pe ire ae Be a a July 7-Aug. 4.... 
(WY OMming sco se ae hyn, foe July 31—Aug. 18.. 

Subtotal Fi crctcauas -c:e avai anoealby tl pects aerial ee 

Pacific: 
GCaliforwmiawer. aewawhee an Mae cee May 31-July 7... 
Oreron 2. ir nein toes i Aug. 8-Sept. 1... 
Washington, obsess yoo June 5—Oct. 10... 

Subtotal cob. as ctntese te ic tees ere eee 

Western regions, subtotal esc, «eles. cee. aoe een 

United: States total. Sa, eat. ea eee 

1 Passenger cars not counted; figure given is an estimate based on data from other reports. 

concerning vehicle-type proportions. In a 
few States greatly expanded loadometer sur- 
veys have furnished more reliable data con- 
cerning vehicle types and weights than can 

be obtained from the trend data alone, and 

these have been used in the analysis when 
available. 

Survey period 

July 24—Aug. 17.. 
July 26—Aug. 11.. 
Aug. 7—Aug. 22.. 
Aug. T—Aug. 11.. 

July 31-Aug. 4... 

Subtotal escHiirs aja. le ec He ae 

Aug. 14-Aug. 29.. 

8-Aug. 29... 

Aug. 2—Aug. 15... 
Aug. 8-Aug. 24.. 

Subtotal eG Ferd wv, cleveletents Oi a.s | Sonat, Aen oh oan 

a alia) Sia) 9 oe 10) sue is Oa) a MPMI EIe! 5, ein, wie eee. ele eim septs te 

July 18—Aug. 25.. 

July 31-Aug. 4... 
July 17—Aug. 14.. 
June 1-Aug. 31... 

Trucks and true 
Number we combinations 

of stations atinted 

Counted | Weig’ 

ot 10 33,055 6,611 2,185 |, 
10 27,710 5,453 2,31 
10 39,757 7,108 2,448 |i t 

Ewe yS. 5 14,758 2,061 "610 |, 
5 13,881 2,643 

pb eine © 5 9,860 775 

mT iy er 45 139,016 24,651 

en 10 83,027 16,354 
shee: 20 33,536 8,419 
seis 14 56,742 13,042 

eo nee 44 173,305 37,815 

Ry hes 9 40,861 8,547 
seezerafenr ease ig foc sana BEES oe 

ot aes 10 42,975 9,570 
6 Sess 12 29,462 7,194 
A APES 10 19,181 5,368 
a cate 10 25,030 6,003 
eee ae 9 14,381 8,762 

pee | 78 196,997 47,145 

Nek rows 167 509,318 | 109,611 

PEO ene gato dicate'| saad aa 

ee 9 22,620 4,665 
Led 10 28,841 5,599 
i's Gat 10 24,502 4,879 

ee 49 127,338 27,992 

Re td 10 13,318 3,290 
A ef 6 9,532 2,741 
hak eA 15 25,197 6,635 

> RE. 10 13,749 8,845 

Pas A et 41 61,796 16,511 

10 13,937 2,679 
10 11,089 2,263 
19 23,238 3,860 
16 139,548 27,782 
20 24,011 5,250 
14 22,689 5,233 

aime yt 11 9,985 | 1,350 

Heres 100 244,497 48,367 

St bend 10 18,638 6,333 
Lt See 10 11,769 3,460 
i. ol 10 15,512 3,443 
ahd) 20 98,441 21,082 

ae Oe 50 144,360 34,268 

4 eS 240 577,991 | 127,188 

dens 10 9,923 2,048 
mes 138 26,180 4,266 
seeserefeeees aes afc Apt ok cht ae 

ae Fite 10 7,613 1,084 
ees fies. 10 14,371 8,251 
4 A 10 18,954 8,595 
AN Ps 10 12,625 2,386 

Lead 12 99,148 18,546 

a 20 180,740 14,855 9 
hehe Hse 8 16,456 8,251 9 
ie te 20 97,088 17,373 84 

os o 48 194,284 | 35,479 30° 

WF dx, 120 293,427 | 54,025 | 27,812 | 

1 tes 527 | 1,880,736 | 290,774 | 114,3021 

i 

1950 Summer Loadometer Sur 
ree 
iu 

The stations used in these check surve 
were selected initially to give a repres ent 

tive cross section of traffic on main rw 

roads. They were operated for one or me 

8-hour periods on a weekday, generally fr 
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te 

her 6 a. m. to 2 p. m., or from 2 p. m. to 
p.m. All traffic passing through the sta- 

ns during the period was counted and 
ssified into the following categories: Lo- 

passenger cars; foreign (out-of-State) 

ssenger cars; panel and pick-up trucks; * 

ier two-axle, four-tire trucks; two-axle, 

+tire trucks; three-axle trucks; truck- 

ictor and semitrailer combinations; truck 

d trailer combinations or truck-tractor 

nitrailer and trailer combinations; and 

sses. The combination-type vehicles were 

tther subdivided according to the number 

axles of each.* 

240 

PASSENGER CARS AND BUSSES 

g 
Uj SINGLE -UNIT TRUCKS 

ee TRUCK COMBINATIONS 

220 

200 

180 

160 

§ Most of the weight stations were operated 2 

ring July, August, and September. The ~ oe 

iBtvey period, number of stations operated, a 

Bmber of vehicles counted, and number i 
Biighed are shown for each State in table ee 

'# More than 1.38 million vehicles were > 
Painted at all stations during the period of S 
#2 survey. Slightly more than one-fifth of =o. 

> 
se were freight-carrying vehicles, of 

ich almost 40 percent were weighed. 
herever traffic volume permitted, every 

ck and truck combination was stopped 
‘weighed. Where this procedure was 

practicable all of the less common types 

re weighed and the common vehicle types 

re weighed in sufficient numbers to estab- 

h their characteristics from the sample. 

fie type of vehicle, whether loaded or 

ipty, the number of axles, and the weight 

‘each axle were recorded. The axle- 

cing and total wheelbase length of the 

avier vehicles’ were measured, and the ot Oe 

nmodity carried and the type of opera- ee ee ee cass mee S 

Wm—private or for-hire—were recorded. gee ee aes ee 

Ssenger cars and busses were counted but 

Jt stopped for weighing. 

80 

60 

40 

20 
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Figure 2.—Travel on all rural roads, 1936-50, by classes of vehicles. 

Prewar Traffic Trend Increased 

Figure 2 shows in chart form the vehicle- 

Hileage of travel on all rural roads, by 

}pes, for each year from 1936 to 1950, in- 

| grey trucks with a carrying capacity of less 
: ns. 
In this article, the term “truck” is used to indicate 
ingle-unit vehicle; ‘‘truck combination” to indi- 

e truck-tractor semitrailer (with or without full 
Wiiler) and truck with full trailer; and ‘trucks and 

ick combinations” or “‘trucks and combinations” to 
icate all of these vehicles together. 

clusive.® It is apparent that the effect of the 

drastic restrictions of travel during the war 

period, 1942-45, caused but a temporary dip 

in traffic growth and that the 1950 vehicle- 

mileage was as high as would have been 

estimated by any rational projection of the 

prewar trend. A straight line from the top 

of the bar for 1936 to the top of the bar for 

1950 passes through the top of the bar for 

6 In a similar figure in Traffic trends on rural roads 

1937, cuts below the top of the bar for 1941, 

and falls well above the tops of the bars for 

all other years. 

Travel by trucks and truck combinations 

increased in a manner very similar to that 

observed for all vehicles. For truck com- 

binations alone, the 1936-50 line lies above 

the tops of all bars from 1937 to.1949, in- 

clusive, thus showing an accelerating up- 

ward trend in the travel by these heavier 

in 1949, PuBLIc RoAps, vol. 26, No. 5, Dec. 1950, the 
bar for 1938 was shorter than it should have been. The 
current figure is correctly plotted. 

‘rucks and truck combinations weighing 18 tons or vehicles. This is emphasized by other trend 
re, or having an axle weighing 18,000 pounds or 

data, given in other portions of this report. 

Table 2.—Ratio of 1950 traffic on main rural roads to corresponding traffic in 1949? 

Eastern regions Central regions Western regions 

Vv hi oe | eee 

eaiche ty De r East East West West | tates 
Sd a bet ee Apel Average| North | South | North | South | AvVer- ore Pacific | AVver- | average 
tals eho yeh Central | Central | Central | Central Bae Spa age 

Passenger cars: 
: Se 25 Sh SR ae ee ee ees TO 1.03 Tea 1.07 1.02 thy BE 1.07 ge ok 1.18 1.08 1.04 1.06 

EEA. ST VeVahins ce vita a.» iste eiole. dieses 1.04 1.06 Te 1.08 e199. 1.16 1.10 1.13 1.16 1.08 1.02 1.06 5 ESB I 
RA AIIARSOHOON (OATS occ crcivise een ow cuach sys aces 1.06 1.04 ys ba 1.07 1.07 LAZ 1.07 1.13 1.09 1.18 1.03 1.04 1.07 

Trucks and combinations: 
Dine lewinit rackets ioe tesa. ce. occ. 1536 1.09 P10 5 Rei Ls 1.08 1.16 1.09 sp I cles 24 gE Wh) 1.13 LS ie 1.12 
SUEICheeOM DUI UONE sc <b Neaies ccd as oe vi « 1.32 1.28 1.34 aot hh 1.39 1.34 1.14 5 BA 1.382 1.28 1.36 1.35 1.33 

All trucks and combinations............. 1.19 1.14 1.16 1.16 1.19 1.20 1.10 1.14 1.18 Bal) Laie 1.19 1.18 
: 

oe Syrur i Aare Re ae ane 1.03 eyes: 97 -91 3 A By i 1.02 1.04 .99 1.06 1.00 1.01 | 1.01 99 

pg ke A eo en ee eee 1.08 1.06 1312 1.09 1.09 1.14 1.08 1.13 i ll le | Lehe 1.06 | 1.07 1.09 
| 

The ratios for ‘‘all vehicles’? are based on year-around automatiec recorder data, while those for the individual vehicle types are based principally on summer counts. 
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Table 3.—Percentage distribution of travel, by vehicle type and by type of operation, on main rural roads in the summer of 1950 

~ 

Eastern regions Central regions Western regions U.S. percentage dis- 
ier _ of woe 

EB and truck combina- 
‘ ee tions by type of opera-— 

Vehicle type : East ast West | West ‘i tion 
ia ph paca ares Aver- | North | South | North | South | Aver- | Moun- Pacific Aver- ee = ne 
Peg Santis dt laatic age Cen- Cen- Cen- Cen- age tain age & | 

tral tral tral tral MTotalutlt Private a 
‘ re 

Passenger cars: 
Tica Soa 5 ethics pistes eietcere se eens 55.41 | 61.97 | 56.66 | 58.66 | 54.78 | 48.88 | 59.04 | 58.74 | 55.17 | 438.58 5 70.97 | 60.66 | 67.26 |... ee 
OSGIGD os creche chet: to eaetehs hore, cand 24.89 | 16.17.| 18.88) 18.61 | 22.64 | 22:76 | 16.64 | 14.99 | 19.19 | 32276") 10°83"). 18.77 18 89h twee a ee 

All passenger cars............ 79.80 | 78.14 | 75.49 | "77.17 | T1787 | 66.64 | 74.68 | 78.78 | 94.86 | 76.83. | °S1.30) | 79. 4376715 oe cee. oie ce reer 

Single-unit trucks: 
Panel and pick-up............. 4.68 4.91 7.52 6.05 5.19 | 11.98 8.10 | 10.56 8,12 9.73 4.54 6.49 (Meili: 31.35 42.38 1.98 
Other, 2-axle, 4-tirese. cen cleseve 1.36 .88 51 -78 ~49 -51 aie -33 may | .66 sie -74 .64 2.79 3.70 Ot 
Other 2-axle, 6-tire............. 8.04 7.82 7.46 7.69 6.48 | 12222 9.21 f.39 8.08 6.22 4.53 eked, 7.45 32.63 86.72 | 21.68 
B-axle se iwe-ck2 peas ois -32 «02 -40 .36 .40 .38 -28 ot oh! 45, 12 .62 .38 1.68 1.54 2.02 

All single-unit trucks......... 14.40 | 18.98 | 15.89 | 14.88 | 12.56 | 25.04 | 18.86 | 18.25 | 17.02 | 17.06 | 10.58 | 18.02 | 15.63 68.45 84.34 | 25.98 

Truck-tractor and semitrailer com- 
binations: 

S-axle..g Pipi ssloca wees aes 4.27 5.78 5.01 5.22 5.17 5, do 3.138 4.40 4.57 1.87 . 98 1.31 4.23 18.50 10.16 | 40.79 
B-gzlo she ai ts ate es eee 27 1.33 2.34 1.64 3.24 1.09 2.40 2.41 2.54 1.54 1.36 1.43 2.05 8.99 4.01 | 22.31 
H-axle"Ors mores: - oe ee Pee el ean ae .01 .01 01 .16 -02 .34 .06 16 121 2.64 2.10 44 1.94 -61 5.49 

All truck-tractor and semi- 
trailer combinations........ 4.54 f fespi 874 7.36 6.87 8.57 6.64 5.87 6.87 OPAL 4.62 4.98 4.84 6.72 29.43 14.78 | 68.59 

Truck and trailer combinations: . 
Acaxlé or Teas; BA Sec de ene es .08 02 -02 -02 EGE Ns ae -2d lit .16 7 | -48 40 216 .68 -48 L.28 
B-axl@c ig iG aces cts doses eet eal onwein ete -O1 (4) -O1 sA63 10" ott O01 .O1 -18 .33 -68 .55 -19 .82 19 2.49 
G-axlé Or MOre Css wows esis elie eweeren ine aoe (2) (4) 309) eae se als oteeree. tlie slabepsic, 6 .04 .26 =o9) 212 .14 62 21 1.73 

All truck and trailer com- 
binationss:25- see eee .03 .03 .02 .03 Py lr Neg Le .26 .18 .38 .86 2.15 1.67 -49 Zeke .88 5.43 

All combinations............. 4.57 Ufealis 7.38 6.90 9.28 6.64 6.13 7.05 7.65 5.48 7.13 6.51 (feral 81.55 15.66 | 74.02 

All trucks and truck combinations. .| 18.97 | 21.08 | 28.27 | 21.78 | 21.84 | 81.68 | 24.49 | 25.30 | 24.67 | 22.54 | 17.71 | 19.53 | 22.84 | 100.00 | 100.00 {100.00 

BUSSEG:.5S, ste dass Sie cherie ekeelersestite fue 1.23 -78 1.24 1.05 -79 1.68 .83 -97 .97 1.13 Bou 1.04 GE aN tere Ae ct 

All:vehicles*imccnnem asin «hin tione 100.00 |100.00 {100.00 /100.00 |100.00 {100.00 |100.00 {100.00 |100.00 |100.00 {100.00 |100.00 {100.00 |........]........J....... 

1 Less than 0.005 percent. 

Travel Increases 

The ratio of traffic volumes on main rural 

roads in 1950 to the corresponding volumes 

in 1949 is shown in table 2. Highways clas- 

sified under the term “main” include about 

850,000 miles and, in general, are those of 

the entire State systems. In such States 

as North Carolina, Pennsylvania, and Vir- 

ginia, where all or a large part of the rural- 

road mileage is under State control, only 

the mileage in the State primary system 

is included. The consistent increase in 

40 

WEIGHT OF VEHICLES INCLUDING LOAD 

WEIGHT OF EMPTY VEHICLES 

a °o 

WEIGHT IN POUNDS — THOUSANDS 

i) °o 

° 

SINGLE-UNIT TRUCKS 

travel on these main highways by most 

types of vehicles and in all sections of the 

country is evident in the table. 

Travel by both local and foreign (out-of- 

State) passenger cars, single-unit trucks, 

and truck combinations increased in all re- 

gions. Travel by busses, however, decreased 

or remained about the same in four regions, 

declining slightly for the United States as a 

whole. In general, travel by out-of-State 

passenger cars increased more than that by 
local passenger cars, reflecting a higher rate 

of increase for tourist travel, which is con- 

TRUCK COMBINATIONS 

sistent with the increased percentage for t 

summer peak, already noted. 

The increase in travel by all types 

freight-carrying vehicles amounted to 

percent, compared to 7 percent for passe 

ger cars. Truck registrations increased or 

7 percent, and greater use of the register 

vehicles is therefore indicated. Perhaps t 

most significant fact shown by table 2 

that travel by truck combinations increas 

much faster than travel by single-ul 

trucks, the increase by these heavier vel 

cles amounting to 33 percent. 

TRUCKS AND TRUCK COMBINATIONS 

Figure 3.—Average weights of loaded and of empty trucks and truck combinations in the summers of 1942-50 and a prewar year. 
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Eastern regions 

Vehicle type 
New Middle | South 

England) Atlantic | Atlantic 

Central regions 

East East West West | 
Average| North South North South Average 

Central | Central | Central | Central 

AVERAGE WEIGHTS OF LOADED VEHICLES 

lable 4.— Average weights (in pounds) of loaded and empty trucks and truck combinations, by vehicle types, in the summer of 1950 

Western regions U.S. average 
: by type of 

ee operation 

average Moun- . 
tain Pacific | Average 

Private | For-hire 

Single-unit trucks: 
Panel and pick-up......... 4,950 5,356 4,805 5,038 4,822 5,373 5,105 7,129 5, 135 
Other 2-axle, 4-tire Brad ChE 6,419 8,072 6,436 7,003 6,737 1,295 7,883 6,720 Y fee ly be) 
Other 2-axle, 6-tire........ 14,577 15,581 | 18,007 | 14,288 | 18,167 | 14,575 14,025 | 18,405 | 18,712 

| UeARIG eee aie ie. sicisbale occehets 29,566 | 31,246 | 28,193 | 29,426 | 27,291 26,736 | 26,770 | 27,252 | 27,078 
| AV CTAB le cis tadktts mink coe 11,607 | 12,540 | 10,586 | 11,490 | 10,505 11,979 } 10,841 | 10,131 | 10,789 

| Truck combinations: 
i Truck-tractor and semitrailer| 38,666 | 41,731 | 88,175 | 39,687 | 88,888 | 35,068 | 40,495 88,316 | 88,612 
t Truck and trailer.......... (*) 57,897 (1) 43,308 | 64,466 |........ 25,365 | 34,497 | 54,572 
il IA VGERO Gate ei ate musts ci suers 38,487 | 41,802 | 38,169 | 39,699 | 40,374 | 35,068 | 39,985 | 38,231 | 39,257 

Average, all trucks and com- 
‘| WIMA CLONE vers evcitrcre.viaheie, cee 5 19,539 | 24,615 | 22,283 | 22,851 | 25,3823 | 19,217 | 19,895 | 20,095 | 22,009 
if] 

i AVERAGE WEIGHTS OF EMPTY VEHICLES 

Single-unit trucks: 
Panel and pick-up......... 4,166 4,329 3,783 3,984 3,802 4,050 4,080 4,863 4,236 

i Other 2-axle, 4-tire........ 5,095 4,951 5,081 5,012 4,952 5,637 5,743 5,126 5,364 
i Other 2-axle, 6-tire........ 8,506 8,944 7,294 8,170 7,740 egitt9 7,970 7,952 7,848 
vey BHAXIGMOE ee Bese Acre 15,371 | 16,903 | 18,526 | 15,063 | 18,731 9,483 | 15,469 | 16,957 | 18,802 
1 | PACVEFA Ret ee nose rkias ce Sion 6,655 6,976 5,324 6,100 5,880 5,586 5,928 6,046 5,861 

Truck combinations: 
i} $Truck-tractorandsemitrailer| 20,391 | 20,348 | 18,843 | 19,656 | 18,587 | 17,389 | 20,586 | 18,971 | 18,877 

| Truck and trailer.......... (4) 24,144 1) 20500025, 601i metas 18,2382 | 20,997 | 23,390 
i) AWerage: fib tes Sr aheisisis nioye 20,392 | 20,369 | 18,829 | 19,658 | 19,447 | 17,889 | 20,215 | 19,035 | 19,190 

Average, all trucks and com- 
PIN BULONS eye iaisicdeiy'c sseisieiae de 9,067 | 10,422 8,142 9,135 | 10,147 7,190 8,505 8,650 8,719 

1 Data omitted because of insufficient sample. 

Use of Truck Combinations 

The percentage of travel by vehicle types 
m main rural roads in 1950 is given in table 
. In this table all single-unit trucks are 

J ivided into classification types based on the 
ql xle and tire arrangements, while the truck 

bmbinations are classified according to the 

_}otal number of axles of the combination. 
Che classification of vehicles into these types 

}ias been used only in the last four annual 

irveys. It has several advantages over 

he old “light, medium, and heavy” group- 

hg, particularly in that it provides more 

J 

* 
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Figure 4.—Travel on main rural roads, 

homogeneous groupings and more positive 

identification of the types. It is regrettable 

that no direct comparison can be made by 

vehicle types between the old and the new 

classifications, or between data collected in 

1946 and earlier years with such data col- 

lected in 1947 and thereafter, but the con- 

venience and advantages of the new system 

outweigh the disadvantages caused by the 

change. 

The data in table 3 indicate that in 1950 

truck and truck combination travel was 

more than 20 percent of the total travel in 

all but the New England and Pacific re- 

a LOADED VEHICLES 

EMPTY VEHICLES 

oO @o ° 
om +O vt 
na nD D D 

-a mt OO & © 0 
me 2 CL eases Be keke ae Be A 
® DHABHDAHRAAAAGRD 

TRUCK GOMBINATIONS 

5,154 4,351 4,695 5,370 5,367 5,467 
7,144 5,871 6,148 6,868 6,701 | 10,419 

14,184 | 12,815 | 18,351 | 18,853 | 13,319 | 16,375 
382,279 | 26,552 | 27,748 | 27,939 | 26,974 | 29,790 
10,584 | 10,219 | 10,342 | 10,902 | 10,118 | 16,574 

46,859 | 51,078 | 49,721 | 40,557 | 39,225 | 41,2381 
63,154 | 56,069 | 57,259 | 56,111 | 42,692 | 62,694 
49,013 | 52,393 | 51,423 | 41,511 | 39,431 | 42,569 

24,013 | 29,358 | 27,526 | 23,188 | 16,155 | 36,938 

4,063 3, 746 3,956 4,122 4,121 4,185 
5,108 4,603 4,879 5,128 5,078 7,232 
8,111 7,911 8,023 WGorg 7,856 8,455 

15,377 | 18,896 | 14,521 | 14,406 | 14,152 | 14,871 
5,477 5,757 5,583 5,904 5,640 8,593 

23,833 | 23,530 | 23,683 | 19,555 | 19,265 | 19,731 
29,074 | 27,518 | 27,906 | 25,601 | 21,199 | 27,176 
24,960 | 25,338 | 25,181 | 20,043 | 19,364 | 20,483 

8,271 | 11,183 9,499 8,953 7,135 | 16,336 

gions. It was between 20 and 26 percent in 

all of the remaining regions except the East 

South Central region, where it was well 

over 30 percent. 

A comparison with the same table in the 

1949 report shows that the proportion of 

trucks was higher in 1950 than in 1949 in 

every region except the Mountain region, 

where it remained about the same. 

The table indicates that the usage of cer- 

tain types of freight-carrying vehicles va- 

ries in different sections. For instance, the 

truck and trailer combinations with six or 

more axles and the truck-tractor and semi- 

1936 1937 1938 1939 940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 

TRUCKS AND TRUCK COMBINATIONS 

1936-50, by loaded and by empty trucks and truck combinations. 



Table 5.—Comparison of estimated vehicle-miles of travel on main rural roads in 1936, ° 
1941, 1946, 1949, and 1950 

All trucks and - . « Passenger cars and ‘ Single-unit 
busses 1 ruck combina. trucks 

ions 

ae Percent- 
Year vehicles, age of all 

vehicle- fers 

mites asreenti| Vehicle- | Fereent’| Vehicle-| and _ | Vehicle- 
vehicles miles vehicles miles vce miles 

bina- 
tions 

Millions Millions Millions Millions 
VOSS Ao ets ect 88,412 82.6 73,005 17.4 15,407 82.1 12,650 
ge en i 122,505 80.3 98 ,320 19.7 24,185 78.8 19,057 

1941:1986 ratio..... 1.89 mt ig 1.85 Leto: Leo 96 1.51 
1946 3s 124,149 80.4 99,803 19.6 24,346 73.3 17,838 

1946:1941 ratio..... 1.01 1.00 1.02 -99 TOL -98 IL 
1946:1986 ratio..... 1.40 97 wee Lis 1.58 89 Di dgh 

1949 See ee ee 159,379 78.8 125,602 21.2 33,777 71.9 24,295 
2960). ate ees 174,349 Mt (e's 134,528 22.8 89,821 68.4 27,256 

1950:1949 ratio..... 1.09 498: 1.07 1.08 1.18 95 Tie. 
F1950:1941 ratio..... 1 be. 96 LST. 1.16 1.65 XW e 1.43 

1950:19386 ratio..... 1.97 a93 1.84 1.31 2.58 83 CDW ie 

TRUCKS AND TRUCK COMBINATIONS IN PRI VATE OPERATION 2 

1950: 1049 ratio. Bib See. he, ays. cee Sa 
L OBOE DSC Atta Ko ca cha cao: Mle-e coset rae et le ere petane Ne 

TRUCKS AND TRUCK COMBINATIONS IN FoR -HIRE OPERATION 2 

1950:1949 ratio..... 
1950:1936 ratio..... 

1 Percentages of total 1950 travel by passenger cars and by busses are reported separately in table 3. 

Truck com- 
binations 

Percent- 
age of all 
trucks 
and 

truck 
com- 
bina- 
tions 

Vehicle- 
miles 

2 The percentages below are percentages of the total number of type of vehicle indicated in the uppermost 
column head. For example, 86.7 percent of all single-unit trucks in 1986 were in private use. 

trailer combinations with five or more axles 

are used far more frequently in the Pacific 

region than in any other area. Combina- 

tions involving trailers are used much less 

in the East South Central region and in the 

three eastern regions than in other sections. 

The use of combination-type vehicles has 

increased steadily in all regions in the last 

5 years, the Nation-wide percentages of 

total travel being 7.21 in 1950, 5.95 in 1949, 

5.84 in 1948, 5.73 in 1947, and 5.26 in 1946. 

Private and For-Hire Traffic 

In the survey conducted in 1950 informa- 

tion was gathered in most of the partici- 

pating States concerning the use classifi- 

cation under which each vehicle was being 

operated. The data were reported sepa- 

rately for private and for-hire vehicles of 

each type, making possible the calculation 

of vehicle-mileages, ton-mileages, and other 

items concerning traffic on the main rural 

roads by the various types of trucks and 

truck combinations operated privately and 

operated for-hire. 

In the last two columns of table 3 are 

shown the percentage distributions of pri- 

vate and for-hire trucks and combinations, 

by vehicle type. In general the lighter 

types of vehicles predominate in the private 

classification and, conversely, the heavier 
vehicles constitute a much higher propor- 
tion of the for-hire vehicles. This dif- 
ference is especially marked in the percent- 
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Figure 5.—Average load carried by trucks and truck combinations on 
main rural roads, 1936-1950. 
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ages for the light panel and pick-up truck} 

and for the heavy combination-type vehicle}, 
Over 42 percent of the privately operate 

trucks were of the panel and pick-up typ ; 
while less than 2 percent of the for-hil. 
vehicles were of this type. On the oth 

hand, less than 16 percent of the private] 
operated vehicles were truck combinatior 
while 74 percent of the for-hire vehicle 
were combinations. : 

zz4 

Average Weights Increase 

The average weights of loaded and empt ; 
trucks and truck combinations, separatel 
and combined, are shown graphically i 
figure 3 for each year from 1942 to 195 
inclusive, and for a prewar. year, genera 

1936 or 1937. The weights of single-un 

trucks, both loaded and empty, increase 
each year from the 1936-87 period throug 
1945, then decreased somewhat or levelem 
off to an average amount slightly less thal 

11,000 pounds for loaded vehicles ar 

slightly less than 6,000 pounds for empi 
vehicles. At the same time weights of tru 

combinations, both loaded and empty, ha 

increased each year during the perice 
shown. The increase in average weight ¢ 

loaded combinations from the 1936-28) 
period to 1950 was over 55 percent, con 

pared to 11 percent for single-unit truck® 

The increase for all loaded trucks an 

truck combinations combined was 80 perce 

i 
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}lt will be noted that the average weight of 

}ihe' loaded single-unit trucks was somewhat 
yess than twice the average weight of the 
‘}empty vehicles of this type, while the aver- 

‘age weight of the loaded combinations was 

jsmpty combinations. In the case of the 

vehicles of both types combined, the loaded 

ehicles included a higher proportion of 

ombinations than the empty vehicles, since 

ombinations are more often loaded, and the 

erage weight of the loaded trucks and 

ombinations was therefore considerably 

‘}nore than twice the average weight of the 

mpty vehicles of both types. ' 

The average weights of the various types 

of loaded and empty trucks and truck com- 

}inations in the summer of 1950 are shown 

n table 4 for the different regions. This 

Viable brings out clearly the important dif- 

erences that exist in the weight characteris- 

ics of the vehicles in the different groups. 

will be noted, for example, that for the 

nited States as a whole, the loaded three- 

Waxle, single-unit trucks weighed about twice 

s much as the two-axle, six-tire trucks. 

he latter, in turn, weighed about twice as 

uch as the two-axle, four-tire trucks. 

ilar differences existed throughout the 

arious classifications. On the other hand, 

he regional differences in average weight 

or each of the vehicle types that are com- 

ion throughout the country are surpris- 

igly small. The rather low weights of 

ck and trailer combinations in the West 

forth Central and West South Central re- 

Zions indicate a predominance of small, 

ome-made trailers of low capacity. 

The average weights of loaded and empty 

tucks and truck combinations operated pri- 

ately and for-hire in the summer of 1950 

re shown in the last two columns of table 

The for-hire vehicles, when compared by 

pes, are generally heavier than those 

erated privately, and the average weight 

f all types of for-hire vehicles, either 

aded or empty, is more than twice the 

erage of the privately operated vehicles. 

f was shown in table 3 that most of the pri- 

ate vehicles consisted of small single-unit 

ucks while most of the for-hire vehicles 

nsisted of the heavy truck combinations. 

his decided difference in the distributions 

f sizes of vehicles in the two operation 
asses accounts for the great difference be- 

een their average weights. 

Truck Travel Increases 

Figure 4 shows the estimated vehicle- 

leage of travel by loaded and empty 

ngle-unit trucks and truck combinations, 

parately and combined, on main rural 

ads, for each year from 1936 to 1950, in- 

sive. This chart demonstrates graphi- 

lly the steady growth of truck traffic 

ring the prewar years 1936-41, the tem- 
rary effect of wartime restrictions in the 

iod 1942-45, and the remarkable in- 
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ust about twice the average weight of the 
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Figure 6.—Ton-miles carried by trucks and truck combinations on main 
rural roads, 1936-1950. 

creases in truck transportation that have 

occurred since the end of hostilities in 1945, 

Table 5 gives comparisons of the esti- 

mated vehicle-mileage of travel by vehicles 

of different types on all main rural roads 

in 1936, the earliest year for which compre- 

hensive travel and weight data are avail- 

able; in 1941, the peak prewar year, 5 years 

after the beginning of the surveys; in 1946, 

10 years after the beginning of the surveys; 

and in 1949 and 1950. The ratios of 1950 

travel to that of the preceding years indi- 

cate that increases for trucks and truck 

combinations generally were greater than 

for passenger cars and busses, and that in- 

creases for truck combinations were greater 

than for single-unit trucks. In the 14 years 

from 1936 to 1950, passenger-car and bus 

travel combined increased 84 percent, travel 

by all trucks and combinations more than 

doubled, increasing 158 percent, and travel 

by truck combinations (considered sepa- 

rately) more than quadrupled, increasing 

356 percent. 

The lower portion of table 5 gives com- 

parisons of the estimated vehicle-mileage of 

travel in 1936, 1949, and 1950 by privately 

operated trucks and truck combinations, and 

by those operated for-hire. Travel by for- 

hire vehicles increased somewhat more than 

travel by private vehicles, the 1950:1936 

ratio being 3.32 in the case of for-hire vehi- 

cles and 2.36 in the case of private vehicles. 

Most of the increase in for-hire vehicle 

travel was by truck combinations, there be- 

ing only a 67-percent increase in the for- 

hire vehicle-mileage by single-unit trucks 

compared to a 408-percent increase by com- 

binations. In the case of the private vehi- 

cles, on the other hand, there were substan- 

tial increases in the vehicle-mileage by both 

types, the increase in the combinations, how- 
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Table 6.—Comparison of the estimated percentage of trucks and truck combinations ever, being much less than in the case o 
loaded, average carried load, and ton-miles carried on main rural roads in 1936, the for-hire vehicles. 

| 

. 

| 
1941, 1946, 1949, and 1950. 

: : 1 E 
i ee Volume of Highway Freight x 

damn Diaktions Single-unit trucks Truck combinations Bi 

dy is |S 5) 2 eee Figure 5 gives a comparison of the aver} , 
Average Average Average % 3 F oe t 

Per- weight Ton- Per- weight Ton- Per- yeent ae age load carried by single-unit trucks an) 7 
centage of miles centage of miles centage fo) miles : : : 
loaded | carried | carried | loaded | carried | carried | loaded | carried | carried truck combinations, separately and cont ng 

load load load bined, in the 15 years that the planning suij , 
Tons | Millions Tons | Millions Millions veys have been operating. The gener¢ 
2.90 | 28,005 | 60.7 1.86 | 14,258 6. 13,747 : ed 
3.64 | 58.737 | 65.4 2.29 | 287487 8. trend of load weights was upward througk i 
1.26 2.10 1.08 1.23 2.00 ite : : ate reyaey tec ae rg 2°31 | 19/101 = out the period. The slight decline in th 1 

1946:1941 ratio 1.83 1.04 S74 1.01 67 the weights of loads carried by single-uni 
1946:1986 ratio........ 1.67 2.17 .76 1.24 1.85 ds : mM 

194 5.11 | 89,100] 46.1 2.29 | 25,639 10. trucks since 1945 has been more than offse) He 
: 5.64 | 121,091 | 47.2 2.31 | 29,645 10.6 ‘ setae a, 

1950:1949 ratio POL at 07 ome 1.08:| 0 2400 | iste ry by the increased use of combinations and th’ id 
1950:1941 ratio 81 1.55 2.06 ‘72 1.01 1.04 te _ increased weights of loads carried by veh’) 
1950:1936 ratio 86 1.94 4.82 278 1.24 2.08 is 2 a 

cles of this type. i. 

TRUCKS AND TRUCK COMBINATIONS IN PRIVATE OPERATION Figure 6 shows, for each year from 19 # 
through 1950, the ton-mileage of freigh§ 

2.20 | 16,094) 59.8 1.71 | 11,180 = é carried by trucks and truck combinations of 
: ’ . : ’ . 5 . ans 

3.69 | 52°509 | 46.2 | 2.07 | 237370 main rural roads. The chart demonstrate k 
1950:1949 ratio : 1,06. | "4:81 j 99 1.10 : i : enn ts | 
1950:1986 ratio 1.68 | 8.26 1.21 | 2.09 ; clearly that truck combinations are trans 7 

porting each year a larger proportion of th F 

CK COMBINATIONS IN FOR-HIRE OPERATION total amount of highway freight. In 19 | 4 
the truck combinations hauled slightly les 

ton-mileage than the single-unit truck}! 
while in 1950 they hauled more than trip)” 

1960:1 949 ratio. veetees : : ; ; the amount transported by the larger nun) f 
ber of lighter vehicles. The rapid rate ¢ 

annual increase in total freight carrie 
which took place in 1946 and 1947 was rip” 

Table 7.—Percentage of vehicle-miles of travel, percentage loaded, average carried load, duced somewhat in 1948 and 1949 to a rai : 
and percentage of total ton-miles carried by various types of trucks and truck combi- of increase more nearly comparable wit)" 
nations on main rural roads in 1950 compared to that in corresponding months of 1949 44,24 of prewar years. In 1950, howevell" 

=_ 

defense preparations appear to have be 

Piicouaics of | Percentage Average carried | Percentage of the cause of a rather startling increase i 
travel seat Soke Ngee ea berg freight ton-mileage, somewhat similar to tlF" 

rapid increase that occurred in 1941. if 

In table 6 are shown comparisons of thy" 

Vehicle type 

1950 1949 1950 1949 1950 1949 1950 1949 

vane op Pons Tons percentage of vehicles ore che, th 3 
ingle-unit trucks: ‘ i on-mileag? :! 

Panel and pick-up............. 81.35 | 31.55| 87.4] 35.9| 0.69] 0.64| 2.65| 2.75 average carried load, andthe) ® | 
Other 2-azle, 4-tire Se ao? $.46 b2.4 49.4 oo aie 45 ae carried for single-unit trucks and truce" 
ther 2-axle, 6-tire ..| 82.68 | 85.84| 55. 54.5 2 17 | 19.06 | 23.15 eee : i. 

B-axle: 02 4 68 PAA 5 26S 1.68 |, ) 01,58 bo * 68°84. Bint 7. 2848 7528 | 22:82, 2.98 combinations, separately and combined, 
All single-unit trucks 68.45] 71.938] 47.2] 46.1] 2.81] 2.29] 24.48] 28.78 1950 with corresponding items for othi)* 

Truck combinations: years, as in table 5. The trend from 1987" 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 29.43 26.57 68.9 65.8 10.32 9.95 68.87 | 65.91 : ied how. 7 
Truck and trailer.............. 2:12] 1.50| 62.8| 63.4| 15.32] 14:69| 6.65 | 5.31 to 1950 of average weight carried, showy 

All truck combinations....... 31.55 | 28.07 68.5 65.7 | 10.62 |} 10.19 | 75.52 | 71.22 graphically in figure 5, and that of the to* i 

All trucks and combinations........ 100.00 | 100.00 | 58.9] 51.6 | 5.64] 5.11 | 100.00 |100.00 mileage transported during the same perio)" 

shown in figure 6, have already been di¥' 
TRUCKS AND TRUCK COMBINATIONS IN PRIVATE OPERATION | i cussed. if 

lit 

Single-unit trucks: The percentage of trucks and truck co | 

Panel and pick-up Bn Pet doc 42.98 40. 0.69 0.63 5.96 | 5.45 binations carrying loads increased noti¢c 
er B=axle, 4-tire. ts. te eas oie -70 4 -87 -T4 -92 96 * s a. 

Other 2-axle, 6-tire, 00000001 .. 36.72 | 39. 3.03 | 3.06 | 34.23 | 39.28 ably from 1949 to 1950 in all regions exce@) 
PD iPS Si ae 1 BAshiey 1A 6.99| 7.11] 3.40] 8.38 i 
All single-unit tracks. 211227! 84.34 | 85 2:07 | 2.10 | 44.51 | 49.02 the West North Central region whem ’ 

inati slight decrease of this factor was foun}, 
Truck combinations: tas 

Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 14.78 | 18. 9.88 9.89 | 51.80 | 47.98 In the country as a whole, the percentag>, 
puck and, tralian sec; y sacha .88 : slblayal 10.08 3.69 3.00 : i 
All truck combinations... .... 15.66 | 14. 9.96 | 9.43 | 55.49 | 50.98 loaded increased from 51.6 percent in 19%), 

to 53.9 percent in 1950, an important a 

tor in the striking increase in ton-mileag: 

TRUCKS AND TRUCK COMBINATIONS IN For-HIRE OPERATION] Both for single-unit trucks and for trus 

combinations, the percentage loaded WF 

higher in 1950 than in 1949, and, in the 

All trucks and combinations........ 100.00 | 100. 3.69 8.48 | 100.00 /100.00 

Single-unit trucks: 
Panel and pick-up............. 1.91 ; : < : 15 
Other Satie, 4-tire Dee pee md 0 of truck combinations, was higher than -, 

Sb Pronst aisbrahg gel? Se ee re any year since 1945. However, the loadt 
All single-unit trucks........ 25.98 9.69 proportion was considerably less for each * 

aro Som HrR Ones the two vehicle types than in the prew’ ( 
ruck-tractor and semitrailer...| 68.59 82.82 

Truck and trailer. wane sialig'ee «-« 5.48 7.49 surveys. b 
All truck combinations......... 74.02 90.31 The lower portion of table 6 shows comp . 

All trucks and combinations........ 100.00 100.00 |100.00 parisons of the percentage loaded, averaay’ 
carried load, and ton-mileage for single-ur 
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1 
Bais, truck combinations, and the two 

Pypes of vehicles combined, when operated 
‘Bis private and as for-hire vehicles. A con- 

iderably larger percentage of the for-hire 
| tehicles are loaded and the loads carried 
Ly these vehicles are much heavier than in 
he case of the privately operated vehicles. 
single-unit trucks transport an important 

Jpart of the freight moved in privately oper- 
ited vehicles, but only a minor part of the 

| reight moved in for-hire vehicles. 
| The first part of table 7 gives a detailed 
3 ‘omparison of the percentage of vehicle- 
spniles of travel, percentage of vehicles 
Joaded, average carried load, and percent- 
}ige of total ton-miles of freight carried by 
jhe various types of trucks and truck com- 
nations traveling on main rural roads in 
4-949 and 1950. Many interesting compari- 
jJions can be made from this table showing 
FE relative importance from a freight-car- 
tying standpoint of different portions of the 

; raffic stream. In 1950, for instance, while 
.,2anel and pick-up trucks traveled more than 
31 percent of the vehicle-mileage, they ac- 
spiounted for less than 3 percent of the 
on-mileage. The truck-tractor and semi- 

4 railers, on the other hand, traveled about 29 
wpoercent of the vehicle-mileage but carried 

jilmost 69 percent of the ton-mileage. 
| From the columns in table 7 showing the 
#ercentage loaded, by types, it can be ob- 

served that the percentage of vehicles car- 
Jitying loads tends to increase directly as the 
size of the vehicle type, extending from light 

joanel and pick-up trucks that are loaded 37 

percent of the time to the heavy combina- 

ijtions that are loaded about 69 percent of the 
H e. 

4, The lower portion of table 7 shows the 

same information separately for private and 

jfor-hire trucks. A comparison of vehicle- 

mileage percentage with ton-mileage per- 
Wcentage, by operating classes, shows that 

single-unit trucks, privately operated, trav- 
4 led over 84 percent of the vehicle-mileage 
}while transporting only about 44 percent 
of the freight moved in privately operated 

vehicles. At the same time, for-hire single- 

P unit trucks traveled about 26 percent of the 

total for-hire vehicle-mileage and carried 

only about 9 percent of the total ton-mileage 

moved by the for-hire vehicles. The heavy 

Vehicle combinations, privately operated, 

“traveled about 16 percent of the total mile- 

age and carried over 55 percent of the 

freight moved by privately operated ve- 

I icles, while the for-hire combinations trav- 

eled slightly more than 74 percent of the 

total vehicle-mileage of all for-hire vehicles 

and carried almost 91 percent of the freight 

transported by all vehicles in this class. 

r 

ah 

Gross Weights Increase Sharply 

Figure 7 shows by years, from the pre- 

War years (generally 1936 or 1937) to 1950, 

}ifor the United States as a whole, the fre- 
|i quency of gross weights of 30,000 pounds 
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Figure 7.—Number of heavy gross weights per 1,000 trucks and truck combina: 
tions (empties included) in the summers of 1942-50 and a prewar year. 

or more, of 40,000 pounds or more, and 

50,000 pounds or more. The chart shows 

strikingly how the frequency of heavy loads 

soared upward in 1950, reaching amounts 

for the various weights considerably above 

any previous levels. For instance, the fre- 

quency of the loads of 30,000 pounds or 

more was 26 percent higher than in 1949 

and almost 30 percent higher than in 1945, 

the previous year of highest frequency of 

such loads. The increase in loads of 50,000 

pounds or more was even more startling, 

the frequency being 61 percent above the 

1949 figure and 152 percent above the 1945 

figure. These heavy loads were over 19 

times as frequent in 1950 as in the prewar 

year, loads of 40,000 pounds or more were 

10 times as frequent, and those of 30,000 

pounds or more were over 4 times as fre- 

quent as in the 1936-37 period. 

The 1950 gross-weight frequency data by 

vehicle type and region are presented in 

table 8. No panels, pick-ups, or other two- 

axle, four-tire, single-unit trucks were found 

in the survey weighing as much as 30,000 

pounds, so there is no entry for these ve- 

hicles in the table, though they are included 

in the total number of vehicles weighed in 

computing the frequencies for all trucks and 

combinations. Heavy gross weights are 

much more frequent in the Pacific region 

than in other parts of the country. In this 

region 176 of each 1,000 trucks and truck 

combinations on the main rural highways in 

1950, empties included, weighed 50,000 

pounds or more and 289 of each 1,000 

weighed 30,000 pounds or more. In the 

East North Central region, 251 of each 

1,000 trucks and truck combinations weighed 

30,000 pounds or more—almost as many as 

in the Pacific region—but only 78 of each 

1,000 vehicles weighed 50,000 pounds or 

more, a frequency less than half of that in 

the Pacific region for this heavy class of 

vehicle. The lowest frequency of heavy 

gross loads was found in the East South 

Central region where only 7 of each 1,000 

weighed 50,000 pounds or more and only 

102 of each 1,000 weighed 30,000 pounds or 

more. 
As was pointed out in the discussion of 

figure 7, the frequencies of heavy gross 

loads have increased sharply in the Nation 

as a whole. This increase is not limited to 

any certain area but is distributed through- 

out the entire country. Comparing the fre- 

quencies of gross weights of 30,000 pounds 

or more, 40,000 pounds or more, and 50,000 

pounds or more found in the 1950 surveys 

with such frequencies found in 1949, in- 

creases are found, without exception, in 

every region. For instance, in the East 

South Central region, where heavy gross 

loads are somewhat infrequent, the fre- 
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Table 8.—Heavy gross weights per 1,000 loaded and empty trucks and truck combinations on main rural roads, summer of 1950 

rr, 

Eastern regions Central regions Western regions 

Ts REG, ie DELL > cr Is a Sa SG S| vada Ty cake. sa 

Vehicle type : East East West West tates | 
New Middle ae Average} North | South | North | South | Average ers Pacific | Average | #V°T@8@ | 

England | Atlantic ane Central | Central | Central | Central 

NUMBER PER 1,000 WEIGHING 30,000 POUNDS OR MORE 

. F . 18S Single-unit trucks: 
praxis 6-tite s,s: Bevo cake el « : Seren eee 16 27 ug 14 1 1 (2) 1 1 3 (4) 2 5. 
Sale 5 isch iate catele Gites ee eaie >, Ae eek ote ak 280 284 327 305 803 236 286 264 283 407 234 281 289 

Average: s1a.be ice Sen cOn eo se ne pane, fm 15 22 9 15 10 4 5 3 6 12 16 14 10 

Truck combinations: 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer................ 521 606 540 566 575 473 571 522 549 600 688 656 568 T 
Track-anditrailerij.i72. since oe eid eee 0 (?) (?) (?) 585 0 172 306 491 743 710 717 622 

AVOLARE Toes Lasse tre he eatin ee «cts alee Cees 518 606 539 566 576 473 554 516 546 622 695 672 572 

i ks Dinationst i. cee hss ss 137 221 177 189 251 102 142 146 170 160 289 233 187 
Contes eeraee ean! ee SORE iene 117 191 130 153 208 87 139 107 144 118 176 147 148 : 

NUMBER PER 1,000 WEIGHING 40,000 PouNDS OoR MoRE 

Singl it trucks: 1 | 
“orate Che: *3 Paes Ue A BO Te ee 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 (4) § 

B-axle,).eiae gis, hescar ete. < tee etahe << Weberatere oss ints 104 137 59 93 13 4 21 97 24 117 21 47 52 
AVEVRZO Lie. 2 pte Mean Ao Ae a aaah Aree 3 4 2 3 (1) (1) (1) il (4) 4 1 3 27 

Truck combinations: 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer................ 315 387 298 337 314 215 337 283 299 410 547 498 836 
Trickand) trailer, sca. ote Senin cee 0 (?) (7) (?) 505 0 142 225 418 505 486 490 459 T 

A: Verapvosy». , sboren eee yO altos ants eto 813 388 297 337 329 215 328 281 304 425 529 496 845 

A , all trucks and binations. ..%5..<« wee 78 135 95 109 140 45 82 719 95 106 214 167 110 
Comparative prechaes 1949. Bros ete yee eS 66 120 71 90 105 36 17 54 73 15 12k 97 82 

( 
NUMBER PER 1,000 WEIGHING 50,000 PouNDs OR MoRE 

Single-unit trucks: 
ara, 6-tire. - S ohels Ahem oe tated issle's atatefore sitete Mimtaes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 (1) (1) ) 
S=Axle . Fees oss aaletecies ret owe es eee eat en 9 45 0 18 13 0 6 10 9 20 4 8 12 ¥ 
AVOra gee ans, «caress, i ee ee (4) J 0 (}) (1) 0 (!) (4) () 1 () 1 @) 

Truck combinations: 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer................ 99 181 86 128 158 35 176 119 137 287 443 387 165 
Truck andithailerseatinas veiy ake ie eee eee 0 () (*) () - AT6 0 121 225 393 439 424 427 412 

ANGIS OG. js cccths cen ccttinrt Rarenrete ois tease ectotete 98 183 87 129 183 35 174 122 150 311 437 397 182 1 

Average, all trucks and combinations............ 24 63 28 Al 78 i 44 34 47 76 176 133 58 
Pomparniive AVEIAGE, O49 Se So hiewian oe mio 15 52 21 83 48 6 32 18 29 51 99 75 86 

1 Less than 6 per 10,000. 
2 Data omitted because of insufficient sample. ion 

AXLES WEIGHING 18,000 POUNDS OR MORE 

VA AXLES WEIGHING 20,000 POUNDS OR MORE 

AM AXLES WEIGHING 22,000 POUNDS OR MORE 
quencies of loads of 40,000 pounds or more 

increased from 36 in 1949 to 45 in 1950; in 90 
the Pacific region the loads of 50,000 pounds 

or more increased from 99 in 1949 to 176 in 

1950 for each 1,000 vehicles. The general 

~i 44 

80 
prevalence of the heavier loads on the high- 

ways of all sections of the country gives a 

partial explanation of the large increase 
w 

found in the ton-mileage of freight carried = he 

in 1950 compared to that carried in 1949, = 

= 60 
Frequency of Heavy Axle Loads S 

Figure 8 shows the frequency of axle 2 

loads of 18,000 pounds or more, 20,000 ey 

pounds or more, and of 22,000 pounds or M 
more for the prewar-years (1936-37) and a 
by years from 1942 to 1950. The frequency ie 

of these heavy axle loads increased year a 

by year from the prewar period through = 

1948. The frequencies for 1949 were slight- Say 

ly lower than those found in 1948 yet they 

were higher than in any other previous 

year. The frequencies for 1950 are higher ey 

than those found in 1949, and the fre- 

quency of axles weighing 18,000 pounds 

Figure 8.—Number of heavy axle loads per 
1,000 trucks and truck combinations z xg 
(empties included) in the summer of 19421 
1942-50 and a prewar year. 
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va Vehicle type 

Eastern regions 

l 
New | Middle | South East | East | West 

England) Atlantic | Atlantic | 4ver@se | North | South | North 

i Single-unit trucks: 
| 2-axle, 4-tire 
| 2-axle, 6-tire 

| Truck combinations: 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer 
Truck and trailer 

Average 

Average, all trucks and combinations 
Comparative average, 1949 

Single-unit trucks: 
{ P=DXIO TH ALiIT Gene cles acs <6 GaAs 

hy 2-axle, 6-tire 
3-axle 

Truck combinations: 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer................ 
ELFUCH ANOGEPALLCr i hie seal o osc eta s cicte © elernce 
POPE a MP Fyre hel oi nic op Ais oie e-oiiecie, oe sy eha ys 

Average, all trucks and combinations 
Comparative average, 1949 

Single-unit trucks: : 
DeRSIC P AnUIT Gute Pe ates cele a ai slises ele aie Bislas do ele 
pe -AXIC I O-GILG ty Heh PR ho sites ois, ahe © ooere Sek are 
3-axle 

Truck combinations: 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer................ 
Truck and trailer 

Cw CRC Cut CMCC Sk NC Chee mr eC iC Oe CMC a ar Yer ar 

Average, all trucks and combinations 
Comparative average, 1949 

ee oe ay 

1 Less than 5 per 10,000. 

3 more is higher than in 1948, the previous 
high figure for that weight. The frequen- 
fies of axle loads weighing 20,000 pounds 

gr more and those weighing 22,000 pounds 

dr more, however, are lower in 1950 than 

n 1948. Altogether, the leveling off in 

the frequency of the heavier axle loads may 

possibly indicate that, although gross loads 

have increased sharply, more attention is 

being given to proper load distribution and 

hat there is better observance of the axle- 

load restrictions. 
_ Table 9 gives data concerning the number 

heavy axle loads per 1,000 loaded and 

pty trucks and truck combinations of 

farious types on the main rural roads by 

egions in 1950. Since no panel or pick-up 

rucks were found with axles weighing 

8,000 pounds or more, there is no entry 

or these in the table though they are in- 

luded in figuring the frequencies for all 

rucks and truck combinations. 
Though the greatest frequency of heavy 

oss weights is in the Pacific region, as 

vas shown in table 8, the lowest frequency 

f heavy axle loads is shared by that region 

vith the West North Central region. In 

ach of these two regions only three axles 

f 22,000 pounds or more were found in 
950 for each 1,000 vehicles weighed. By 
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Central | Central | Central 

NUMBER PER 1,000 WEIGHING 18,000 PouNDs oR Morn 

0 9 0 4 8 (4) 0 
46 74 22 47 15 35 9 

107 179 63 111 39 43 20 
28 46 12 27 9 18 5 

484 524 289 407 204 236 165 
0 345 0 169 403 0 160 

480 523 288 406 219 236 165 

137 208 100 147 98 63 45 
124 195 99 140 89 | 50 50 

NUMBER PER 1,000 WEIGHING 20,000 PouNDS OR MORE 

0 5 0 2 0 (Q) 0 
31 47 6 27 2 10 3 
43 73 11 38 26 4 12 
18 28 3 15 2 5 1 

286 333 115 223 50 70 44 
0 0 0 0 40 0 87 

284 331 114 222 49 70 44 

82 131 38 80 22 19 12 
13 118 46 78 27 18 12 

NUMBER PER 1,000 WEIGHING 22,000 PouNDS OR MORE 

0 5 0 2 0 (4) 0 
19 27 2 15 1 3 1 
3 51 1 20 26 0 6 

ll 17 1 8 1 1 1 

129 204 38 117 15 18 10 
0 0 0 0 12 0 34 

128 203 38 116 15 18 11 

39 80 13 42 7 5 3 
83 65 18 39 9 5 3 

Central regions 

_ Table 9.—Heavy axle loads per 1,000 loaded and empty trucks and truck combinations on main rural roads, summer of 1950 

T 
Western regions 

j ns 

West | States 
Moun- Pa- average 

Keres Average Patn cific Average | 

0 2 0 0 0 | 3 
17 18 25 82 29 | 29 
78 41 154 26 61 | 68 
Tat 9 18 15 14 | 16 

227 206 816 177 227 276 
(?) 323 212 82 107 193 
222 212 299 148 196} 271 

67 72 83 69 15 96 
51 63 57 37 48 | 86 

0 () 0 0 0 1 
q 5 6 7 6 12 
0 16 72 7 25 25 
8 3 4 4 4 7 

77 58 144 46 81 116 
0 35 74 10 22 27 

15 56 133 35 66 110 

23 19 35 16 24 39 
18 20 26 6 16 38 

0 () 0 0 0 1 
2 1 2 2 2 6 
0 14 19 0 os as &) 
1 1 1 1 1 3 

31 18 67 7 29 53 
0 14 43 1 iiigies "4 

30 18 64 5 24 50 

9 6 16 3 chy. 18 
6 teil 2 6) 17 

2 Data omitted because of insufficient sample. 

far the greatest frequency of heavy axle 

loads was in the Middle Atlantic region and 

the next greatest in New England. In these 

two regions the relatively high frequency 

is attributable mainly to the large number 

of two-axle truck-tractors. pulling one-axle 

or two-axle semitrailers. The relative in- 

frequency of heavy axles in the Pacific 

region, in the presence of a large propor- 

tion of heavy gross loads, indicates a better 

distribution of the loads over a larger num- 

ber of axles. 
Although the frequency of heavy gross 

loads has increased considerably and in all 

regions, as stated in connection with dis- 

cussion of table 8, the trend in frequency of 

heavy axle loads followed an entirely dif- 

ferent pattern. For the country as a whole, 

this was pointed out in the discussion of 

figure 8. The trend in frequency of heavy 

axle loads in the regions, likewise, is dif- 

ferent from that of the gross loads. This 

is demonstrated by comparing the frequen- 

cies of heavy axle loads in 1950 with those 

in 1949 as shown for each weight class in 

table 9 and noting that the frequency of 

heavy axle loads in the different categories 

decreased in a number of cases, whereas 

table 8 shows that the frequency of heavy 

gross loads increased in all regions. 

Loads Above Legal Limits 

Table 10 shows the number of trucks and 

truck combinations of each type, per 1,000 

such vehicles counted, empties included, 

that exceeded the legal axle, axle-group, or 
gross-weight limits in effect in the indi- 

vidual States in the summer of 1950, and 

the number per 1,000 that exceeded these 

limits by various percentages. Compara- 

tive figures are given at the bottom of 

the table, for the Nation as a whole, for 

1948 and 1949. 

Loads in excess of State law were most 

frequent in the East South Central region 

where a decided increase generally was 

found in the number of overloaded three- 

axle single-unit trucks and truck-tractor and 

semitrailer combinations. In this region, 

in 1949, 66 three-axle single-unit trucks of 

each 1,000 loaded and empty vehicles 

weighed exceeded one or more of the State 

weight limits; in 1950, 126 such vehicles 

exceeded these limits. In the same region 

162 truck combinations per 1,000 such ve- 

hicles weighed in 1949 exceeded the legal 

limits while 437 exceeded these limits in 

1950. After the East South Central region, 

where, of all loaded and empty trucks and 

truck combinations weighed in 1950, 115 
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Table 10.—Number of trucks and truck combinations, per 1,000 
loaded and empty vehicles, that exceeded the permissible axle, 
axle-group, or gross-weight legal limits in effect in the States by 
various percentages (maximum) of overload summer of 1950 

Number per 1,000 overloaded 
Num, more than— 

Region and type of vehicle Woe 
: Ore TAO he 20. | 180) at 

per- | per- | per- | per- | per- 
loaded cent | cent | cent | cent | cent 

New England: 
DmaBKIG! A EIVGs Mabe vw aiava coe eis o Nefficmn "oy Sh oil ve taser od fa Ais Men EMEA Paieer eine ael ect et ay ee 
Zaaxlet G-tirey secs apcar ee iiss 15 10 6 2 1/ Q) 
S-axled j45 cheeae fe ames so 58 35 23 8 ratte 3 

Average, single-unit trucks... 10 6 4 1 1] Q) 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 113 74 45 iG) 6 
Trucks and trailers. Aceh oss i5 [Mee ool heap ce abel sk wo ee ols wk connecter feactl cy Aopen 

Average, truck combinations.} 112 74 45 19 6 2 
Average, all trucks and combi- 

WETIONSE DS toe oe See 35 22 14 5 24) 
Middle Atlantic: 

Z-Axlen 4=tires cioyatnwantt nce CDR AS bret. Ree | SAR an Us, ene A lta 
2-AX1GG-UTOs 7 ses. gees tne 30 24 17 8 3 | Q) 
BoaXlG dane Woven omar iow tisteenraie > 119 116 94 31 Lg 11 

Average, single-unit trucks... 20 16 12 5 2 | @) 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 181 137 102 51 20 
Truck and trailers .so.accete et 330 112 112 112 51 

Average, truck combinations.| 182 137 102 51 20 4 
Average, all trucks and combi- ‘ 

MAPIONS «crs ec eget ie oe 75 57 43 21 8 1 
South Atlantic: 

2-axle, d=tire Arete oc< sats eee (?) (6) A | A ERCP Wee eS | cut ree (ees: 
D-axle; tires gcse raat ene 9 5 3 1 () 
BaaxlO gs, Sela ne Ry suerte se iol pieaeas 39 20 14 4 1 

Average, single-unit trucks... 5 3 a7, 1 (4) (4) 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 132 75 45 16 5 
TruekSand. trailer sy cds cee ces came lie etens, 5) atebepsalicties seeermtne elise a. otf SMR Re eter 

Average, truck combinations.| 132 75 45 16 5 1 
Average, all trucks and combi- 

NatIONS 4. ea ec oe ts 45 26 16 6 eS) 
East North Central: 

D=OX1G, “A=CINSs [olen tne hee ere el] evs eteaseyll ool /oreaee Peak oleniRAteH| esha oh ts] heteay ead ay eect 
B-axles G=tire s.hhaeciea tr fe oe 9 4 1 1 GYR 
S=axler ee oe ie rate ites 72 712 26 13 13 13 

Average, single-unit trucks... 7 4 1 1 (2) (4) 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...; 155 96 52 14 5 | @) 
Truckiand:trailers 2. fesse 229 148 69 LOW hacer a4 ye 

Average, truck combinations.| 161 100 53 14 5 | 
Average, all trucks and combi- 

NAO Acts erat: wee 72 45 23 7 2} ‘@) 
East South Central: 

vAar ba sPae Ranh =) eae Gees OP ner etl BN Tt GE AA en UE ER coe Lop Eat 2m 
Q=AR1GS Gave eS irr einai nee 57 40 25 11 2, 
B=axles 2 ce ah ae ae heme meter 126 49 Ne a aieue ct echedeh e "= 

Average, single-unit trucks... 30 20 13 5 iM  Shs & 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 437 280 157 51 19 3 
rack and trader. mos or pie aso) as a ele| el Be A A a a Aah be ee a oe Es, 

Average, truck combinations.| 437 280 157 51 19 3 
Average, all trucks and combi- 

WALIONS is Wee see vie ate eae 115 74 43 15 5 1 
West North Central: 

2PaRle; Aste Fe Soy kc aces we a aaa Lavette cae | Cee CREE emer Cll dare ee a 
D-axlG, Gault@s. fae oe chee ris Snes 9 4 3 1 (1) 
SAO Mee. wares: Sites ke ask 50 35 27 14 

Average, single-unit trucks... 5 3 2 1 (Cae oe 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 188 115 69 25 12 2 
Druck and trailer’ 7. cee tess 17 12 58 37 34 34 

Average, truck combinations.| 183 113 69 25 13 3 
Average, all trucks and combi- 

Nations? nse. 1ath Heres 50 31 19 K 3 1 
West South Central: 

Qeaxloy4-tiret Fates. he aten in abe SO Reese 
DeBRt6: | Garirels. hc saeco wea 16 12 8 2 1 
DAARLG ce ae sete ian ee eee 66 55 AT LT alice sate ake 

Average, single-unit trucks... 7 5 4 1 (4) 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer... 
Truck and: traulersiy. 0. ee ? () 

Average, truck combinations. 
Average, all trucks and combi- 

NALIONS wile Aare hers eos 63 Al 20 12 6 1 
Mountain: 

We eka os Rekes, Ms hey +a if 
RoAKIGCE cH hha GEM eae oe eer 137 121 114 84 29 5 

Average, single-unit trucks... 15 9 7 3 2) ® 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 224 165 122 65 35 4 
Truck and trallet.....< 0s tie SeAG 170 112 41 24 9 

Average, truck combinations.| 227 166 120 61 33 5 
Average, all trucks and combi- 

MATION ch: eo rehiae. fo oleae, 67 AT 34 17 10 1 
Pacific: 

Quarles datireves ss fsa ao ke ea Ak Rea) Oe ee hs TAL MI Ae 
SAXON O=UING. wilt: Wile ai iee 4 14 12 9 2 (4) 
S-axtle ns cacy Si ocala eee Mee 33 22 Le Bs ates Ie ae 

Average, single-unit trucks... 8 7 5 1 (1) 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 162 97 54 22 1 
Track. and trailer... 209.400 ect 257 157 115 83 51 1 

Average, truck combinations.| 191 115 72 40 21 1 
Average, all trucks and combi- 

MBGIONUS, ach ci. Stas cae hee 82 50 32 17 8 | QC) 
United States average: 

P-ASA A shItO Haein Ue ener 2 (2)... Ds alc arene) Bee. - 
Z-axiea, Boblre. pcr oe oor. se 20 14 cifex 9 4 Te) C} 
Sap xbar dada wiahs k 1h bee Pees SBS 70 55}. 88 13 ii 4 

Average, single-unit trucks. . . 11 8 5 2 1 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 187 121 75 30 12 2 
Trick and trailer cots ah 6 ne a 224 148 92 52 30 4 

Average, truck combinations.| 189 122 76 31 13 2 
Average, all trucks and combi- 

NRUOHS. aask Oeste es eae 67 44 27 11 5 1 

Comparative average, 1949......... 51 35 28 10 | 4 1 
Comparative average, 1948......... 55 88 | 26 6 ft, 

1 Less than 5 per 10,000. 
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2 Data omitted because of insufficient sample. 

Table 11.—Number of axles, per 1,000 loaded and empty truchal 

| 

and truck combinations, that exceeded the permissible axle- lo 
load limit of 18,000 pounds recommended by the A.A.S.H.O, | © 
by various percentages of overload in the summer of 1950 pe 

es 

el Number per 1,000 overloaded | 
her more than— : 

. . per 7? oe 

Region and type of vehicle 1,000 7 x ” a ik 

Ovens eae per- | per per Ba 
loaded cent cent | cent | cent | cent 

New England: Ne 
2-axle, A=tire.f pais.» date tassel |: makes «ll gncedlere effelere we alicia at ate een ee | 
2-axletG-tirel: cree eat on a 45 37 31 19 hil 3 
Sax Was cso oeer se see bake 97 56 49 14. RO rae 

Average, single-unit trucks... 27 22 18 11 6 2 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 477 394 306 145 62 8 
Truck'and trailer 3:5. s<c05. ae, as gee « | cva cee GAp eC a nen 

Average, truck combinations.| 474 391 304 144 62 8 
Average, all trucks and com- 

Dinabionssee...oscr eee ees 135 lll 87 43 19 3 
Middle Atlantic: Mi 

2-axle, ia=bire hades case oteteiebess (‘) (!) (1) @) Wie ee 
2-axle; G-tire arses saute 69 56 47 28 15 7 
S-axlendtatee ittenrsirstn coihoreris 173 125 79 51 51 11 

Average, single-unit trucks... 43 35 29 17 10 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 504 422 345 224 132 35 
Truck: and trailer... 319 82.1 eas oboe s 5 lemon terrae 

Average, truck combinations.| 503 420 343 223 131 35 
Average, all trucks and com- 

binstionss. 46365 .. feeee 199 166 136 87 51 155 
South Atlantic: 

BS 

D-BZ1C MA-LILG . cave tlt ee ternens (4) (een I er be ric ocdce ere 
2-axle, G=tirey ws asa wn Eee 14 8 6 2 (?) 
SHaxles Sau. sans aero eee 49 36 11 |e 46 (Sieeteoen 

Average, single-unit trucks... 8 5 3 1 (2) 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 261 184 123 AT 16 
Truck and trailer Hg c4'6 ccs rs Willa ote ocd to foray coral | weopatio dered Reever a Ine aN Siero 

Average, truck combinations.| 260 183 123 47 16 
Average, all trucks and com- 

binations .& gee. eee 88 61 Al 16 5 
East North Central: fa 

Daarle, A-tdre oo 6. cos so,sere.0 erste Rigor ansipover ayssreWsd avr aitalor-s' fees Wa acta fle ROSE En Hl eee ane 
2-axle6=tite ts. 4. ioe ee 9 4 2 al (?) (?) 
S=AKO es Pe ec sussscouelttaie Rapeteaiyss 26 26 26 26 13 

Average, single-unit trucks... 5 3 2 1 (?) 2) 
Truck-trailer and semitrailer...} 171 102 61 18 (?) 
Truckiand trailer sce 289 120 58 11 8 

Average, truck combinations.| 180 103 61 18 5 | @® 
Average, all trucks and com- 

binationsiaae cee 79 46 27 6 DauE(3) 
East South Central: | ie 

Q-axle, 4-tire oo sakes ale ore & oe ou cia & clelevell oa es auell da rel ocal| ROPING | ne ‘ 
Q-axle; G=tirel sae. acct ae ne 57 40 25 il 2 3 
B-axles je see ee descent eee evsaels 112 39 BE hes anaiae canoe) tae 

Average, single-unit trucks... 30 20 13 5 HT. 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 499 295 153 43 iyi 
Truckiand trailer’ 2.2 2 2s decte> slots cha orotic ee ites eee Liste Soto) | ogra the erate 

Average, truck combinations.| 499 295 153 43 NF 
Average, all trucks and com- 

DINAUONA Ia. en ee 128 18 42 13 4] () 
West North Central: Te 

Daxle, W=tire | 2255, 2 face Yew, 4 jouelmanth os aleeira cui l'art eltorerte I bosta fe te ates thay tate eat ea i spore 
DeaXle, O=UNGsihr on ine tee 9 4 3 1 (?) 
S-adle!, oi ene ae. wate al, 23 12 12 Ca ee Se ey 

Average, single-unit trucks... 5 2 2 1 (?) 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 155 82 48 12 () 
Truck and trallers, soe eee ee 102 52 AOD teehee ep ted eS Z 

Average, truck combinations.} 155 82 48 12 4} @) 
Average, all trucks and com- 

binations sy.) 5... ae ee 36 19 12 3 1} @ 
West South Central: ms hy 

Daaxle, Aare. te ca one tains cee are ae df ereletele ell lecarsie ttl eteree ate ict) ganna | an . 
Z=axle, G-tike Wise. | aes ee 16 12 8 3 1 
Sraxleuniek- sues. eae en 49 LO SH och eilana areal ere stoi cee 

Average, single-unit trucks... i 5 3 1 (?) 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 214 128 82 85 16 2 
Truek’and tratler.. 2. esas «= (4) mk ritual aaa recieve Kw scutes Fo 

Average, truck combinations.| 209 125 80 34 16 Z 
Average, all trucks and com- 

binations asst. eck 63 38 24 10 4 1 
Mountain: f 

Q-axlo; 4-8ire oo oo 6 sce os lian ecole « Pero eal cette etre ane ae ee 
P-8xl0,. G-tITe adi mere She ane 4 80 17 10 6 2 1 
Baa XIOk oe cats, Skee me RTE 151 127 117 19 19 10 

Average, single-unit trucks... 15 10 7 8 r | 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 225 146 89 37 18 1 
Truckand trailer... 22s cece 177 101 51 12 12 3 

Average, truck combinations.| 217 139 83 33 17 1 
Average, all trucks and com- 

binations rn... 2s eee 64 41 25 10 5 1 
Pacific: . 

2-axle, 4<tire si. ib ca SANS A Ce SI re ae re ee | 
Q-axles G-tite; 2.2501. snipe 14 12 9 2 @) Tie 
Saaxlee sy cs ge teres Pee die 23 14 bE Pl dirlesirtises| Pade lige! vor 

Average, single-unit trucks... 8 6 5 1 (?) 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 134 76 43 10 4 1 
Truck iand ‘trailer .s7a4 .oas00e 129 45 15 1 (?) (?) 

Average, truck combinations.| 132 67 35 (eal 
Average, all trucks and com- | 

binintions satis dak. eaten as 58 31 17 3 1|@Q@ 
United States average: 

Q-azle; 4-tire) jc J. aie ediek © dae 3 | 1 1 Lots, woepet harem | % 
2-axle, 6-tire: 2, 2502. zeeunG us 28 20 15 8 3 1% 
Saxe. [.5 tiie. dfs aitewes 65 | 44 | 33 | 14 10 | 2m 

Average, single-unit trucks... 15 | 11 8 4 rc 15 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...) 269 | 185 | 127 60 29 6 
Truck and ‘trailer, .").. i neees ee 174 72 82 5 4|@@ 

Average, truck combinations.| 263 | 177/ 121| 56| 27| 6 
Average, all trucks and com- 

binstions..¢.-45 .vewnle 93| 68| 44] 20] 10] am 
Comparative average, 1949......... 75 54 37 17 8 Le 
Comparative average, 1948......... 85 63 45 23 us 2a 

1 Data omitted because of insufficient sample. 2 Less than 5 per 10,000. ( 
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B'able 12.—Number of trucks and truck combinations, per 1,000 
; loaded and empty vehicles, that exceeded the permissible axle- 

= group loads recommended by the A.A.S.H.O. by various 
| percentages of overload in the summer of 1950 

t 
Nam Number per 1,000 overloaded 

b hee more than— 

| Region and type of vehicle 1000 
tanith 10 20 

| rated per- | per- | per- per- 
cent | cent cent 

| New England: 
PAE VES Ean hea a es on ee ae Rite 
DrERIONG-UALOs Ok his oie,e ots shops eet (4) (al acral ieee ate! 
NOMEXIG stl fiietestslociers cin cdisies Ws se 80 27 8 

Average, single-unit trucks... 2 a (1) 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer... 74 25 12 
PP UI ATIC CLR UOL Hehe etsteieleielass | a ciate oo Us'eie etele | Sieve eerste esi le ee ache Posen e 

Average, truck combinations. 74 25 12 
; Average, all trucks and com- 
' inauOns ese acted conv 19 7 8 
’ Middle Atlantic: 
' DeAKIDs AtATC Meee Ne cashirsinic.e clay 1 () Ym athicvat posed Cassar sree ierousee 

Dp anlenG-Urere ot hoy tn oe 1 ) (1) 
f 8-axle...... xploe Cea one age 1380 108 74 
f Average, single-unit trucks... 4 3 2 
‘ Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 156 95 50 

. Wracikiand trailer: 4 c.<c85.5 3.5 390 278 112 
Average, truck combinations.| 157 96 50 

' Average, all trucks and com- 
DinatiOnsss 54 eiacoe te 56 35 18 

- South Atlantic: 
Pies SI CRI 6 dag. Bo utiopwle Scr ISROIGG CRESS ERG Bc Te ct eee (Sere bars 
Drexler UatinG perenne ts TBP: Is pele eiebeie sieicce dee 01s-o.0)| eateteiste}ic cals esilic aes 
REE Ae ainoty Oe UDB IOEe e's 13 PA 6 

Average, single-unit trucks... 2 1 () 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer... 59 26 12 
ruck and trallere sess cscs se< «|: SRT ae orrtel) EAC RERAIGL PS Starck [eeneks Chal Polen, 

Average, truck combinations. 59 26 12 
’ Average, all trucks and com- 
: DMAtIONSs: woe Ne 20 9 4 

_ East North Central: 
ene REO om ERS es. el Lata SL ohoi-ons, c. (lla. alge oie os a8eTe jefe rocepe: Fe eid, 8 
DERI SILO GE Beaten: Ss silcitiaies clei ca| vce eine s)avincee|eepsr eles es 
BaaxhO Recces ate Asie o Cosnntoe 83 26 13 13 

Average, single-unit trucks... 1 1 (4) 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 187 57 15 
PT ruCkANd tKOUer cc. cree sts "ne ea 447 366 195 24 

f Average, truck combinations.) 161 81 29 2 
r Average, all trucks and com- 

DIBALIONS ee kaeeon erences, 69 35 12 
East South Central: 

Bie kay Unto oka eS yh Hee dete pense Eee WPI) Senanen mnemined liar 
Pee SAPNA Re OS SS os Oe OE] [Er engeyal eicieiie: OIGGIGOK| ICICI Dion) (earien 
SeAXIO Reet tat caver oieassl a she opbiene Chea) te ae: Bae oe | oe erect [RRCRCRNN ior 

Averagermneie-onie UUckseet (yest | (doar opis funn eae (nee cicieil aos © 
| Truck-tractor and semitrailer... 36 12 4 Scie 

JENS CHT RELI Bien oy Onn Otte Aen CHAP nTe Oercrorss (Generis ace 
| Average, truck combinations. 12 

Average, all trucks and com- 
; Dinaconseaes odes. os: 
West North Central: 

axa Lite ere ster AWexc' peaps,|ie:< ahe.ps| of'ele(e i fleet See] s oie» 
AMIGO CLO emacs Wee Fee are clerics as s|ioevses|cesiece|sscrccfeees 
Hate die. Bese es Ao eee ee Cyt 

Average, single-unit trucks... 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer.. . 
Truck-and trailers). 2.....255%- 71 40 84 34 

Average, truck combinations.| 109 40 16 1 
Average, all trucks and com- 

DiNatiONS pee ee ae aes 8 27 10 4 
West South Central: 

Dea xiana tire ee GG ci oil cis a Stall chasis dloilck «+> eaetwwiele| elearee + |lalaels 
ee SIG UIE S ere ea Fs ats Ve yie pote ]isca-s <io.s|sis sha sfe ne vieels cee e lees 
BeAKiG hen cee ree dcusieele coo bes AT BiB ctoe ea ckerals ors 

Average, single-unit trucks...| (') Oost ea epee i, BE et 
) Truck-tractor and semitrailer. .. 98 40 15 1 

Truck and trailer... ......,..- (2) (?) (?) sin 
! ; Average, truck combinations. 96 39 15 1 

Average, all trucks and com- 
PINaGONs ce Pees desl stews vay M1 

Mountain: 
DeakiGte=tilG Mere eres tit Obl -iy lis jfie «02 #12 |'6« eeeen eimielers 

Danse AG-LITO ma aesiis nn casssin m=! - 0) () NOE ley en rege 

Rpaxloses, Sree cite cle tiolale eee 118 58 25 
Average, single-unit trucks... 3 

Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 178 
Truck and trailer............. 214 

Average, truck combinations.| 184 
Average, all trucks and com- 

HinagoOus see to. 52 47 
Pacific: 

Dene TOR Te re oye dig Sores =i sha site flee vs Haddin fe emes abs ce 

elt TOMES tee ae | isin sae we cbavesce|s wot cs | eee rem fuses 
aM aOR AIT Jc wcisece ees 27 6 

108 53 

Ke CON ao 

Average, single-unit trucks... (1) (Ob [Seine ren 

| Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 265 185 43 1 

HCI ODO GLAWEE or o's.c = >. os sien 869 132 13 ciate 

Average, truck combinations.| 296 134 84 af 

Average, all trucks and com- 
; PiNnAOUs sete canes cs - 120 54 14 Q) 
United States average: 

PETG ea Tee ae ye 5) Pi Se Rs I rey ice ae Par 

PPTIGMG-TIO Paes sean » Q) @) (') Q) 
eA XAG eee oir ais in aiorersiand sis eee 68 56 31 16 4 

Average, single-unit trucks... ® () 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 123 58 23 2 

| Aine tel otc hate ing 1 oe eer ee 837 185 (a 10 

j Average, truck combinations.| 187 67 26 8 

Average, all trucks and com- 
IN BtION eh cite idle pielehs, xs o * 44 22 1 

Comparative average, 1949......... 28 1 
omparative average, 1948......... 30 1 

i! 1 Less-than 5 per 10,000. 2 Data omitted because of insufficient sample. 
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Table 13.—Number of trucks and truck combinations, per 1,000 
loaded and empty vehicles, that exceeded any of the permissible 
load limits recommended by the A.A.S.H.O. by various per- 
centages (maximum) of overload in the summer of 1950 

Number per 1,000 overloaded 
more than— 

Num- 
ber 
per 

1,000 Region and type of vehicle 

over- wie 
loaded nant 

New England: 
B-Axle AAtira ok so SNe OOTY ls shee tec lic iewca| DS ERs See arele wiow'e obese 
Z-axled G-tlresc.c.. Salesian 45 87 
Saaxlari eens cette ees ersieeas 121 93 

Average, single-unit trucks... 28 23 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 310 268 
ruck and: tratlerzin oe. de se Orta ptor ts fee hi oc) 2 caters ellen coats betas corel antes 

Average, truck combinations.| 308 266 
Average, all trucks and com- 

pINAtONAL. Lace eee a} 95 82 
Middle Atlantic: 

2-axle;. 4-thre.. sewed s iy vere Q) 0) 
Zaazle, 6-Ure.i.isc scat cmos ee 69 56 
3-axle...... Welehelocgince pre els sinieiere > 134 119 

Average, single-unit trucks... 42 85 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 341 298 
‘Truck and trailer jenpenen eles 411 319 

Average, truck combinations.| 341 298 
Average, all trucks and com- 

binations: cee ese ek 143 124 
fouth Atlantic: 

2-axle;'4-tires) 1. cies detect arrtiaies« Q) OC) eck berces [santas tok ae 
D-axle,.6-tire soso ane 14 8 Sas% 
SHAN Skis se ape einem eare Erte 90 41 

Average, single-unit trucks... 9 5 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 199 144 
Trackc and travlere aries satel Se mea oe ees liciare sce bre iptniey «ilis o's mle tenaze 

Average, truck combinations.| 198 144 
Average, all trucks and com- 

binations hae sot eaters 69 49 
East North Central: 

2-axletA-tine pate want eet ce os eects Pal sceiatan es | Hie acess | te ee ote Kee 
2-dxle, O-tire ty, 8 see ea ears 9 4 
Seaxle nl gocachtots wick eek Fettore 54 26 

Average, single-unit trucks... 6 3 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 219 150 
Truck and. tralletee: saree ies 449 409 

Average, truck combinations.| 237 170 
Average, all trucks and com- 
binations aco aes eee eh 04 74 

East South Central: 
Draxle, ASUIPG syartc tte eI ead chs ellie cain esas eaves otto egetatets lates anoyal of Matas 
D-axle; G=tirelere ean eles, « 57 40 
Saaxley cn, pronttis mst e gioeie = erate 116 43 

Average, single-unit trucks... 30 20 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 395 252 
teh (cl ot Nate Wh ngs) (stones rye (eo Vi Ne) Pate pam ed cr cri loca 

Average, truck combinations.| 395 252 
Average, all trucks and com- 

bingtdonse cette ce ee | eee Oe. 69 
West North Central: 

D-axle, A=tire wee «enon cte aba see erale ore ae ot ieesceaall asceearel © 4 
2-axle.6-tiTescn te eine arene 9 4 
B8-axle fo ies aie aerate tera eae sib eres 80 16 

Average, single-unit trucks... 5 2 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 179 108 
Track and trailers. oc. dtaeere 15 62 

Average, truck combinations.| 175 106 
Average, all trucks and com- 

DINaGLONSc cies kaa 48 28 
West South Central: 

Draxle, ‘Aree ais eee ok) oheiaia veel aiecoees oll eve al ctr T caaen 6 3,| (paral vim: of) argte ms fis istele 
2-AxiG. (G-bres ante Merrett > 16 12 
BoaxiGrye. am ste on oreies seaelete eee 67 57 

Average, single-unit trucks... 7 5 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 204 136 
Truckiand.trailer<) pastes +1 (4) 0) 

Average, truck combinations.| 199 133 
Average, all trucks and com- 

Pins LIONS: sie hs ve eG 60 41 
Mountain: 

Quaxle-tA-tirel ay ou. toe AACE A ote» ene tay oh 
Prasles G-UiLOcc terres eatblte ee 30 17 
ET. < (ee Or CN SOP WETS See 137 115 

Average, single-unit trucks... 15 9 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 240 187 
Truck and trailer, .-a45. ss ne 290 210 

Average, truck combinations.| 248 191 
Average, all trucks and com- 

DInsv OnE ee oe eee ce fhe 53 
Pacific: 

D-axlenA-tire.) ora, cee a facies Os lire Mek aetna es vies fae ore Waller ah 
Dr axles Gade oe aa eigie wat ae 14 12 eT 

Ssaxlesporiiorks os ct ete sucks stints oats 37 25 
Average, single-unit trucks... 9 fe 

Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 293 230 
Truck and travers... xanga oe 396 PAu f 

Average, truck combinations.| 324 244 
Average, all trucks and com- 

inalOns seco sleet ee se Pie sess 136 102 
United States average: 

2-axie; AstitGocie os aacieek su es 3 DR Bt, ie Wate.) «| sae 

D-axle}/G-Uromes ore teens 28 20 
Reaxlo'; Gav Gresecs ect ele ts miare 17 50 

Average, single-unit trucks.. . 15 11 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer...| 249 183 
Truck and trailer. s).c.iacm- se 359 280 

Average, truck combinations.| 256 190 
Average, all trucks and com- 

on © ASCArHre 

Dinationsy .. 3% sisi c00% pg 91 68 

Comparative average, 1949......... 68 53 

Comparative average, 1948......... 13 56 

1 Data omitted because of insufficient sample. 2 Less than 5 per 10,000. 
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Table 14.—Number of trucks and truck combinations per 1,000 loaded and empty vehicles, in private and in for-hire operation, the 
exceeded various load limits by various percentages of overload in the summer of 1950 (United States average) Hic 

Type of vehicle 

Private operation 

Num- 
ber per 
1,000 
over- 10 20 
loaded | percent | percent | percent | percent 

30 50 

Number per 1,000 overloaded more than— 

percent 

For-hire operation 

Num- Number per 1,000 overloaded more than— } 
ber per |) ter) 3s ee eee 
1,000 e 
over- 5 10 20 30 50 
loaded | percent | percent | percent | percent | percent }j{ 

NUMBER OF TRUCKS AND TRUCK COMBINATIONS PER 1,000 EXCEEDING PERMISSIBLE AXLE, AXLE -GROUP, OR GROSS- WEIGHT LEGAL LIMITS OF THE SEVERAL STATES nd 

qm 
2raxle, A=tirey Mir hs eos Pepe REE Sea eric chee ee 1 (ETF yi eearopee ae] 5 ace save ates Sel or nepees ere Oe ero Geom eee oe oe | | 
2-axle, 6-tire..... eT 16 10 6 2 1 (4) 39 27 19 10 3 @) pile 
Scaxle ce We oa er cee fi 57 41 10 6 5 63 52 33 16 ue 3 i 

Average, single-unit trucks 8 5 3 1 1 () 38 27 18 10 3 Q) we 
Truck-tractor and semitrailer................ Na WE, ree: te 173 108 68 29 14 2 196 129 79 30 12 2 | 4 
Truckand. trailers ssp te atte: Lome me etani ke tues ee 122 65 42 PALE 21 4 267 174 112 61 82 3 

Averaces truck:compinationss pac. sore, eee ans eetomees 170 106 67 29 14 2 201 132 eh! 32 13 2 free 
Average, all'trucks and combinations.................... 33 21 13 5 3 (4) 159 105 65 26 10 1 
Comparative lan 1OAG rae ae oe tae tehA meray emia 26 18 13 5 3 1 131 89 56 23 11 2 ge 

if a a 

NUMBER OF AXLES PER 1,000 TRUCKS AND TRUCK COMBINATIONS EXCEEDING THE 18,000 -PouND LimIT RECOMMENDED BY THE A.A.S.H.O. bY 

a ee eee 

2-B 816 5A stirGe : so ek Mins 5. ois fhe Rene hth oe cane 2 (ama etre te eee Wile eos Riot ean eke (?) (?) (?) 
2-axle, 6-tire...... | SeRON Wd ene Oh a ae hac eS Pe 22 15 11 5 2 1 55 40 30 18 8 5 ee 
8-axle...... Dear i a eee ee cr Le ee tg Beate Be eh 57 43 35 14 9 1 79 46 29 14 12 4 dis 

y Average, singie-unit trucks) her wile on cieserete cine er 11 7 5 2 1 () 52 37 28 16 8 4 
Mrueck=tractor and semitrallers. rn. are nears 278 193 133 62 28 6 2€3 180 123 58 29 T bn 
Truckcandtratler2 55 ace ee EE Seen ee aena oes 110 39 15 4 4 1 202 86 39 6 3 (4) 

Average, truck! combinations......5) 20... esc w eee 269 184 126 59 27 6 259 173 LET, 54 27 6 t 
Average, all trucks and combinations..................-. 51 85 24 11 3 1 205 138 94 44 22 5 th 
Comparative average, 1949 ek. wt vie tales anche ates orci tenets 39 28 20 8 3 1 195 141 99 46 21 5 F 

Bis 

j NUMBER OF TRUCKS AND TRUCK COMBINATIONS PER 1,000 EXCEEDING THE MAXIMUM AXLE -GROUP LOADS RECOMMENDED BY THE A.A.S.H.O. sere 

t rf 
DaAKlO PAG a proses oe ste ee Tn ae Ae ne il 1 L. | aye. dhe ais | Qistee 3's ea sleaatare le wrt! [ chelates ose his de losene stot @-ecspaee: wall Sica Nor ened eae ate wir 
AAG (GATS: sk eeree el es a Oe ee eaters (4) () () (ORME ie? ces beer ad (4) (4) (4) @) (4) @) ; 
Saale ts See eae co ee en oe eM Noten a Ne Mee 63 43 31 aly 4h 6 40 32 28 12 1 #0 

ATETAve, Sin glen i tMUCKS ae i eet ee ee rae 1 1 1 () (4) (4) 3 2 2 i (4) (2) F 
Aruck-tractor and permitrauen-s ocr cise ose eee ie ce 101 71 44 18 8 Z 136 101 66 25 9 2 | 
‘Truck iand trailer sch rece the re ee Le ee tt ree 175 118 85 Ze, 14 4 405 330 229 93 36 11 fi; 

Averages truckicombinations..s.c0 4.) etude teenie de 105 74 46 18 8 2 156 118 78 30 11 3 
Average, all trucks and combinations.................... 17 12 8 3 1 (4) 116 88 58 22 8 2 Hoa 
Comparative averages 1949 She Rut 2 eee ee cee 12 8 6 3 2 () 87 64 43 20 10 2 mn 

NUMBER OF TRUCKS AND TRUCK COMBINATIONS PER 1,000 EXCEEDING ANY OF THE MAXIMUM MOTOR-VEHICLE LOADS RECOMMENDED BY THE A.A.S.H.O. ns 
eS 

Braxle; Astire. eee 2 ee en ce ee ce 2 it gee ceed on) oy ne ned So UE Mee! ae (?) (?) (?) (@):44)é cireeliw te eee <4 h 
2axiGG=tire it, Arete neh aa eta aie eee ee eee 22 15 11 5 2 i 55 40 30 18 8 5 nb 
S=ARIGKGL Klee. ee CA Sh TY fete Oo Me oe ere Wn Con Meee ee 17 52 Al 19 9 5 71 45 40 16 11 8 

Average, BIngle-unit trucks. 4. sce a ee ee eee 11 8 6 3 1 1 52 37 29 17 8 4 Blhe 
ruck-twactor.and semitrailerst.) 0... sL 6 eee ss ae | 229 167 113 53 25 5 260 191 130 58 27 6 
YUCK ANG tPallery sh ast lie ot a ie ene eee te 181 119 76 16 12 3 428 343 234 93 38 11 @V 

Average, truck:combinations......................-. 226 164 111 51 24 5 272 202 138 61 28 6 il 
Average, all trucks and combinations.................... 45 32 22 11 5 2 215 159 110 50 23 5 Fe 

SRL VOT ae Add tole Sere Sree 34 26 19 One 4 1 184 143 103 52 25 6 Be Comparative average, 1949 

1 Less than 5 per 10,000. 

exceeded one or more of the State weight 

limits, the Pacific region had the second 

highest rate of overloads (82) and in 

descending order of rates of violation were 

the Middle Atlantic (75), the East North 

Central (72), the Mountain (67), the West 

South Central (63), the West North Cen- 

tral (50), the South Atlantic (45), and the 

New England region (35). 

A comparison of the frequency of loads 
exceeding State limits in 1950, shown in 

table 10, with similar data collected in the 
previous year, indicates that the frequency 

of these illegal loads has increased in all 

regions except the South Atlantic, in which 
this frequency decreased from 53 to 45 per 

1,000 vehicles weighed. In all other regions 

increases in the rate of weight violations 

were found although the increases did not 

extend to the larger percentages of viola- 

tion. For instance, in the East North Cen- 
tral region 63 vehicles of each 1,000 weighed 

in 1949 exceeded one or more of the weight 

restrictions by some amount, while in 1950, 

72 vehicles per 1,000 exceeded the restric- 

tions. At the same time, of those weighed 

in 1949, 27 exceeded the limits by more 
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2 Data omitted because of insufficient sample. 

than 10 percent, while in 1950, only 23 ex- 

ceeded these limits by more than 10 percent. 

No panel or pick-up truck was weighed 

that exceeded any of the State weight regu- 

lations and this classification is omitted 

from tables 10-14 although the number of 

such vehicles counted is included in the 

calculations. 

Recommended Weight Limits 

Uniform regulations concerning maxi- 

mum allowable gross weights, axle weights, 

and axle-group weights have been adopted 

as a policy by the American Association of 

State Highway Officials and recommended 

to the State governments for adoption.’ 

This policy recommends that no axle shall 

carry a load in excess of 18,000 pounds and 

no group of axles shall carry a load in ex- 

cess of amounts specified in a table of per- 

missible weights based on the distance be- 

tween the extremes of any group of axles. 

7Policy concerning maximum dimensions, weights, 
and speeds of motor vehicles to be operated over the 
highways of the United States, adopted April 1, 1946, 
by the American Association of State Highway Offi- 
cials; published by the Association in 1946. 

In table 11 is shown the number of ax 

per 1,000 vehicles of various types that e 

ceeded the axle load limit of 18,000 poun 
recommended by the A.A.S.H.O. and t 

number exceeding these limits by vario 

percentages. This table emphasizes aga 

the high frequency of heavy axle loads 

the Middle Atlantic and New England 1 

gions. The number of axles per 1,000 + 

hicles weighing more than the A.A.S.H. 

recommended limits was 199 in the Midc 
Atlantic and 135 in the New England 21 

gion, while only 58 such axles for each 1,0 

vehicles were found in the Pacific regi 

and 36 in the West North Central regic 

There were 87 axles per 1,000 vehicles 

the Middle Atlantic region exceeding t 

18,000-pound recommended limit by ~ 

percent or more, compared to only 8 eg 

in the Pacific and West North Centr 
regions. 

Table 12 shows the number of vehi 

of various types, per 1,000 vehicles, w 

an axle-group load in excess of the lim 
recommended by the A.A.S.H.O. and 

excess of the limits by various percentag 

As might be expected from the large 

% 
December 1951 e PUBLIC ROA ( 



2ases of frequencies of heavy gross loads 
fiicated in figure 7, the number of ve- 
files of various types per 1,000 weighed 
at exceeded the A.A.S.H.O. recommen- 
tions increased in 1950 over the similar 

ites in 1949. For the country as a whole, 
each 1,000 loaded and empty trucks 

d truck combinations, 44 had axle groups 
1950 weighing in excess of the recom- 

i:nded limits, 8 of which exceeded the limits 

more than 20 percent. In 1949, compa- 

ble figures indicated that 28 trucks and 

ick combinations of each 1,000 exceeded 

2 axle-group recommendation, 7 of which 

ceeded the limits by more than 20 percent. 
‘ each 1,000 combinations weighed, 137 

d axle-group loads weighing more than 

e recommended limits, of which 26 ex- 

j2ded the limits by more than 20 percent. 

ie frequency of the excessive axle-group 

ids in 1950 was about 57 percent more 
an in 1949, 

It will be noted that a higher proportion 

the vehicles have excessive axle-group 

jads in the Pacific region than elsewhere, 

jiereas table 11 shows a comparatively 

iw frequency of heavy axle loads for that 

-Jgion. This is because of the widespread 

e of multiple-axle vehicles in California 

id neighboring States. 

As might be expected, many vehicles were 

loaded that they exceeded more than one 

commended weight limit, and some ve- 

cles had more than one axle loaded in 

icess of the recommended limit. Counting 

wh vehicle only once, regardless of the 

amber of ways in which it exceeded any 

‘the A.A.S.H.O. recommended limits, table 

} was prepared to show the number of 

thicles per 1,000 of each type, both loaded 

id empty, that exceeded the limits by vari- 

is percentages. Those vehicles which ex- 

‘eded more than one provision of the 

‘commended restrictions were tabulated 
ily in the column showing the highest 

}prcentage excess of any item. 
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In the United States as a whole, 91 ve- 
hicles out of every 1,000 were overloaded 
to some degree and 21 out of every 1,000 
exceeded some one of the recommended pro- 
visions by more than 20 percent. The fre- 
quency of vehicles exceeding the recom- 
mendations by any amount in 1950 was 34 
percent more than in 1949, when 68 ve- 
hicles out of every 1,000 were overloaded 
to some degree. The frequency exceeding: 
the recommendations by more than 20 per- 
cent in 1950 was 11 percent more than in 
1949, when 19 vehicles out of every 1,000 
vehicles exceeded some recommended limit 
to this extent. 

State Limits Higher 

In considering the data concerning the 
frequencies of axles or vehicles exceeding 
the State legal limits and the A.A.S.H.O. 
recommendations, especially the frequen- 
cies in the Middle Atlantic and New Eng- 
land regions, the fact should be recog- 
nized that higher limits generally are per- 
missible under the State laws in these areas 

than are recommended by the Association. 
Axles exceeding the recommended limits 
by 25 percent may be within the legal 
limits of certain States, particularly in 

these two regions. Some States have no 

axle-group limits in their motor-vehicle re- 

strictions, a fact that further complicates 
direct comparison of excess weights based — 

on law and those based on the recommen- 

dations. Comparison of the frequency data 

for New England and the Middle Atlantic 

regions given in table 13 with those in 

table 10 shows that from one-third to one- 

half of the vehicles exceeding one or more 

of the Association recommendations actu- 

ally exceeded a State legal limit. For the 

United States as a whole, nearly three- 

fourths of the vehicles exceeding one or 

more of the Association recommendations 

also exceeded a State legal limit. 

Overloading of For-Hire Vehicles 

The first part of table 14 shows separately 

the number of privately operated trucks 

and truck combinations and those operated 

for-hire, for each 1,000 such loaded and 

empty vehicles on main rural roads of the 

United States, that exceeded some State 

legal weight limit in 1950, and also com- 

parative average figures for 1949. A com- 

parison of the frequency of the excessively 

loaded vehicles in the two operation classi- 

fications shows, in striking manner, that 

type by type the for-hire vehicles gen- 

erally are more frequently overloaded than 

are the privately operated ones. For in- 

stance, 8 of each 1,000 private single-unit 

trucks exceeded a State weight limit while 

388 of each 1,000 for-hire trucks exceeded 

the same limits. Likewise, 170 of each 

1,000 private truck combinations exceeded 

State weight limits, while 201 of each 1,000 

for-hire combinations exceeded the same 

limits. 
Of each 1,000 vehicles, the frequencies 

of all private and all for-hire trucks and 

truck combinations exceeding the State lim- 

its in 1950 were 33 and 159, respectively, 

while in the previous year the corresponding 

frequencies were 26 and 131. In both 

years, there were nearly five times as many 

excess loads among the for-hire vehicles 

as among the privately operated ones. 

The following parts of table 14 show fre- 

quencies of private and for-hire trucks and 

truck combinations exceeding the A.A.S.H. 

O. recommended limits for axle loads, for 

maximum axle-group loads, or for any of 

the recommended maximum loads. These 

sections of the table show, in general, as 

did the first section, that the relation of 

the frequency of overload of privately op- 

erated and for-hire vehicles is approxi- 

mately the same when based on A.A.S.H.O. 

recommendations as when based on State 

legal limits. 
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A complete list of the publications of the 

Bureau of Public Roads, classified according to 

subject and including the more important 

articles in PUBLIC ROADS, may be obtained upon 

request addressed to Bureau of Public Roads, 

Washington 26. Des 

The following publications are sold by the Superintendent 

of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington 25, 

D. C. Orders should be sent direct to the Superintendent of 

Documents. Prepayment is required. 

‘ANNUAL REPORTS 
(See also adjacent column) 

Reports of the Chief of the Bureau of Public Roads: 

1937, 10 cents. 1938, 10 cents. 1939, 10 cents. 

Work of the Public Roads Administration: 

1940, 10 cents. 1942, 10 cents. 

1941, 15 cents. 1946, 20 cents. 

1947, 20 cents. 

‘Annual Report, Bureau of Public Roads, 1950. 25 cents. 

1948, 20 cents 

1949, 25 cents. 

HOUSE DOCUMENT NO. 462 

' Part 1... Nonuniformity of State Motor-Vehicle Traffic 
Laws. 15 cents. 

Part 2... Skilled Investigation at the Scene of the Acci- 
dent Needed to Develop Causes. 10 cents. 

Part 8... Inadequacy of State Motor-Vehicle Accident 
Reporting. 10 cents. 

Part 4... Official Inspection of Vehicles. 10 cents. 

Part 5... Case Histories of Fatal Highway Accidents. 
10 cents. 

Part 6... The Accident-Prone Driver. 10 cents. 

| 
|} UNIFORM VEHICLE CODE 

et I.—Uniform Motor-Vehicle Administration, Registra- 

‘ tion, Certificate of Title, and Antitheft Act. 10 

e cents. 

‘Act I1Il.—Uniform Motor-Vehicle Operators’ and Chauffeurs’ 

{ License Act. 10 cents. 

‘Act I1].—Uniform Motor-Vehicle Civil Liability Act. 10 cents. 

Act 1V.--Uniform Motor-Vehicle Safety Responsibility Act. 

10 cents. 

Act V.—Uniform Act Regulating Traffic on Highways. 20 

i cents. 

Model Traffic Ordinance. 15 cents. 

MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS 

scour of Highway Planning Reports. 30 cents. 

Construction of Private Driveways (No. 272MP). 10 cents. 

Economic and Statistical Analysis of Highway Construction 

_ Expenditures. 15 cents. : 

Electrical Equipment on Movable Bridges (No. 265T). 40 

cents. 

Factual Discussion of Motortruck Operation, Regulation, and 

Taxation. 30 cents. 

Federal Legislation and Regulations Relating to Highway Con- 

struction. 40 cents. 

_ Financing of Highways by Counties and Local Rural Govern- 

ments, 1931-41. 45 cents. 

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1951-951446 

[ 

PUBLICATIONS 
Of the Bureau of Public Roads 

Guides to Traffic Safety. 10 cents. 

Highway Accidents. 10 cents. 

Highway Bond Calculations. 10 cents. 

Highway Bridge Location (No. 1486D). 

Highway Capacity Manual. 65 cents. 

Highway Needs of the National Defense (House Document No. 
249). 50 cents. 

Highway Practice in the United States of America. 50 cents. 

15 cents. 

Highway Statistics, 1945. 35 cents. 

Highway Statistics, 1946. 50 cents. 

Highway Statistics, 1947. 45 cents. 

Highway Statistics, 1948. 65 cents. 

Highway Statistics, 1949. 55 cents. 

Highway Statistics, Summary to 1945. 40 cents. 

Highways in the United States (nontechnical). 15 cents. 

Highways of History. 25 cents. 

Identification of Rock Types. 10 cents. 

Interregional Highways (House Document No. 379). 75 cents. 

Legal Aspects of Controlling Highway Access. 15 cents. 

Local Rural Road Problem. 20 cents. 

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and 
Highways. 75 cents. 

Mathematical Theory of Vibration in Suspension Bridges. 
$1.25. 

Principles of Highway Construction as Applied to Airports, 
Flight Strips and Other Landing Areas for Aircraft. $1.75. 

Public Control of Highway Access and Roadside Development. 
35 cents. 

Public Land Acquisition for Highway Purposes. 10 cents. 

Roadside Improvement (No. 191MP). 10 cents. 

Selected Bibliography on Highway Finance. 55 cents. 

Specifications for Construction of Roads and Bridges in Na- 
tional Forests and National Parks (FP-41). $1.50. 

Taxation of Motor Vehicles in 1932. 35 cents. 

Tire Wear and Tire Failures on Various Road Surfaces. 10 
cents. 

Transition Curves for Highways. $1.25. 

Single copies of the following publications are available to 

highway engineers and administrators for official use, and 

may be obtained by those so qualified upon request addressed 

to the Bureau of Public Roads. They are not sold by the 

Superintendent of Documents. 

ANNUAL REPORTS 
(See also adjacent column) 

Public Roads Administration Annual Reports: 

1948. 1944, 1945. 

MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATIONS 

Bibliography on Automobile Parking in the United States. 

Bibliography on Highway Lighting. 

Bibliography on Highway Safety. 

Bibliography on Land Acquisition for Public Roads. 

Bibliography on Roadside Control. 

Express Highways in the United States: a Bibliography. 

Indexes to PuBLIC ROADS, volumes 17-19, 22, and 23. 

Road Work on Farm Outlets Needs Skill and Right Equipment. 

Title sheets for PUBLIC RoAps, volumes 24 and 25. 
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